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The purpose of this study is to show that the monuments and statues

on North Carolina's Capitol Square in Raleigh are monuments not only to

the "great" people that they memorialize but also to the eras in which

they were built, the movements that created them, and the emotions that

they have generated.

In order to explain how and why the monuments were erected and what

subsequent impact they had upon the people who viewed them, this paper

utilizes a host of interdisciplinary topics ranging from art and

education to American history and historiography, from social values and

women's rights to transportation, economics, and politics. Each

monument is discussed, chapter by chapter, in the order of its creation.

The disciplines selected are those which are most effective in telling

the story of the particular monument and on which the greatest amount of

documentation exists, including, especially, correspondence, newspaper

articles, minutes and reports, government documents, and various

published works.

Thus, the story of the George Washington statue illustrates the

early attempts at both having statuary on the square and fulfilling the

patriotic needs of the new nation. The chapter on the Confederate

Monument uncovers the potent forces of Civil War memories versus

educational development. The chapter on the Zebulon Vance statue probes
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early attempts at procuring a statue to the memory of a dead leader and

the poor reception that the completed work received. The efforts to

raise money for the Worth Bagley statue illustrate a movement which

arose directly from war's fanaticism. The chapter on the Charles Mclver

statue dealves into the meaning of the statue in the mind of its

The Henry L. Wyatt statue highlights the interconnection ofsculptor.

historiography and statuary as a means to legitimizing statuary. The

Women of the Confederacy statues emphasize the merger of women's wartime

contribution with women's rights and the resultant attempts to create a

memorial to those women. The chapter about the attempts to erect a

statue of Sir Walter Raleigh on the Capitol Square illustrates a quarter

of a century-long, unsuccessful effort to memorialize a near mythical

The Charles B. Aycock statue illustrates the difficulties offigure.

fund raising for statue building in the midst of war and its aftermath

as well as the relations of monument committee with the sculptor. The

monument of the three United States presidents from North Carolina

exemplifies the most recent efforts at keeping the institution of statue

building alive in a changing world. The chapter on the smaller

monuments and markers relates to the influence of automobiles and

highways, as well as of a state memorials commission, upon the creation

of alternative forms of monument building.
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INTRODUCTION

Any history of monuments in a public square must address the

perception that such subjects are no more than statues in a park, of

significance to mankind only as a place to sit and of use to the animal

kingdom as a place upon which pigeons may perch or do otherwise. The

"great" people and "glorious" events which those often decaying

monoliths were originally intended to memorialize have often become

disregarded and, ironically, forgotten. In these aging relics, however.

time has preserved monuments to monument building itself. Indeed, they

are monuments to the very eras in which they were erected, and that is

the primary focus of this historical investigation.

The Capitol Square of North Carolina in Raleigh, with its ten major

monuments and statues, may be merely a "square" in terms of its

geometry, but in terms of the numerous avenues of historical exploration

along which the monuments' history can be described, this square has

virtually no boundaries. The history of the monuments and statues may

be seen through a virtually limitless array of interdisciplinary topics.

Art, education, American history, politics, social values, economics.

women's rights, historiography, and transportation—all of these

disciplines, and more, make up the parts of the historical puzzle which.

taken as a whole, form the explanation of the causes and effects of the

erection of the monuments on North Carolina's Capitol Square.

This history, however, could not possibly cover every discipline in

order to discuss the history of each monument. Instead, it will examine

each monument through a different disciplinary research vehicle. In so
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doing, the most complete appreciation of the history of the monuments,

as a whole, should be attained. Each monument will be discussed.

chapter by chapter, in the order of its creation, in an attempt to

explain how and why the monuments were erected and what subsequent

The disciplinesimpact they had upon the people who viewed them.

utilized will be those which are most effective in telling the story of

the particular monument and on which the greatest amount of

documentation exists, including, especially, correspondence, newspaper

articles, minutes and reports, government documents, and various

published works.

Thus, the story of the George Washington statue illustrates the

early attempts at both having statuary on the square and fulfilling the

patriotic needs of the new nation. The chapter on the Confederate

Monument uncovers the potent forces of Civil War memories versus

educational development. The chapter on the Zebulon Vance statue probes

early attempts at procuring a statue to the memory of a dead leader and

the poor reception that the completed work received. The efforts to

raise money for the Worth Bagley statue illustrate a movement which

arose directly from war's fanaticism. The chapter on the Charles Mclver

statue delves into the meaning of the statue in the mind of its

The Henry L. Wyatt statue highlights the interconnection ofsculptor.

historiography and statuary as a means to legitimizing statuary. The

Women of the Confederacy statues emphasize the merger of women's wartime

contribution with women's rights and the resultant attempts to create a

memorial to those women. The chapter about the attempts to erect a

statue of Walter Raleigh on the Capitol Square illustrates a quarter of
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a century-long, unsuccessful effort to memorialize a near mythical

figure. The Charles B. Aycock statue illustrates the difficulties of

fund raising for statue building in the midst of war and its aftermath,

as well as the relations of monument committee with the sculptor. The

monument of the three United States presidents from North Carolina

exemplifies the most recent efforts at keeping the institution of statue

building alive in a changing world. The chapter on the smaller

monuments and markers relates to the influence of automobiles and

highways, as well as of a state memorials commission, upon the creation

of alternative forms of monument building.



CHAPTER I

NORTH CAROLINA'S FIRST MONUMENTS:

THE SEARCH FOR THE PATRIOTIC IMAGE

America's first moauments were dedicated to the nation's war heroes

and partiots. In November, 1777, the Continental Congress resolved

"that his excellency Governor Caswell of North Carolina, be requested to

erect a monument of the value of 500 dollars, at the expense of these

United States, in honor of the memory of Brigadier General Francis Nash,

who fell in the battle of Germantown, on the 4 day of October, 1777,

bravely contending for the independence of his country."^ The governor

replied that he would "cheerfully use the most effectual means in my

2
power to carry [it] into execution in the speediest manner." The House

of Commons lauded the proposal seeing it as an opportunity to "exhibit

to the world" its gratitude to one who "sealed with his blood his

attachment to his country and gave his life [as] an offering to purchase

freedom and independence for his posterity." His "Heroick fortitude.

integrity and honor, and humanity and cordial benevolence of heart" were

recognized, and it was felt that through this monument his "publick and

private virtues may stand indelibly recorded in the breasts of the

inhabitants of this State, and may be held forth as patterns for the

imitation of the present age and posterity." Assemblymen resolved that

three hundred pounds current money of the state of North Carolina should

be paid out of the treasury to a joint committee for purchasing a marble

monument "to be erected ... in such publick place as the widow and
3

brother of the deceased shall think proper." Likewise, in 1781, the
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Continental Congress resolved that North Carolina Governor Abner Nash

erect a monument "to the memory of the late Brigadier General [William

Lee] Davidson, who commanded the militia of the district of Salisbury,

in the State of North Carolina, and was killed on the first day of

February last fighting gallantly in the defence of the liberty and

4
independence of these states."

During the Revolutionary War, however, and for sometime afterwards.

the capital of North Carolina was constantly being moved, and since the

seat of government would have been one of the most practical locations

for the monuments, neither was ever constructed,

no longer considered "the most sentrical town."^
By 1778 New Bern was

Western counties

demanded a new location, and in the very year of the Davidson monument

resolution, 1781, Hillsborough was chosen to serve as the capital. From

that year until 1792, seven different places would serve as the state's

capital before Raleigh became the legislature's new and permanent home.^
The peripatetic nature of early state government left North Carolina

without substantial monuments.

When the city of Raleigh was laid out in 1792, and five public

squares were reserved, the center square called Union Square was chosen

as the site of the new statehouse.^ From that time forth, the square

would be the major location of monuments in North Carolina. Little

consideration was given to placing monuments anywhere other than at the

square, and with few exceptions, all Raleigh monuments are there.

In 1796, North Carolina's first statehouse—and, thus, one of its

first monuments—was completed on Union Square. Though a simple, brick

structure, the two-story building with a projecting central pavilion was
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intended to be the finest building that most of the legislators had ever

8
known.

It was also in 1796 that a statue of George Washington by

world-renowned sculptor Jean Antoine Houdon arrived in Virginia's

capital city at Richmond. In what was America's first effort to provide

a monumental sculpture, Virginia had set out, shortly after the

conclusion of the Revolution, to procure a statue of its most renowned

hero.^ In 1815, in a blush of patriotism following the War of 1812,

North Carolina prepared to obtain a statue of Washington and thus to

become the first state to follow Virginia's example. Like Virginia's,

their statue would be housed in the statehouse, where it would add

10
grandeur to the structure.

Thomas Jefferson, who had helped to procure Virginia's statue of

Washington, was promptly consulted. He suggested that Antonio Canova

should be commissioned to sculpt North Carolina's statue, that Thomas

Appleton be employed as the agent, that Giuseppe Cerrachi's bust of

Washington be used as the model for the head, and that, unlike

Virginia's, the figure of Washington should be sculpted larger than life
11

and attired in Roman garb. All of his suggestions were followed.

However, in their zeal to memorialize Washington, the legislators

had also resolved to procure two portraits of the late general. By

1819, in expectation of the statue's arrival. Governor William Miller

asked whether it would not "look a little like overdoing the matter, to

have a marble statue, and two portraits of the same person, in the same

.,12building.

The propriety of placing the statue outside on the grounds of the
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Union Square was considered. On December 9, 1819, a statue committee

appointed by the legislature reported that,

. . . the attitude of the statue . . . appears . . . to be an
insuperable obstacle to its being placed in the yard of the State
House. . . . From its being formed in a sitting position an enclosed
building either a circular or parallelogram with a dome and portico
would be proper. . . . but it would be in vain to seek a situation for
it near the State House [because] the two best [locations on the
square] . . . are already occupied by the Gov.[ernor's] and Secretarys
offices. To place it between them would be to increase the discordance,
if put on the east side it will be in the background, it then only
remains to fix it in its original destination at the intersection of the
passage in the State House. But while making preparations for it, the
delapidations of the Building, the accomodations of the General Assembly
as well as the reputation of the State re^i^ire further repairs and
improvements [be made to the statehouse].

The committee's advice was followed.

Therefore, the governor now informed the artist, Thomas. Sully, that

Allegedly his "Passage of theonly one of his paintings could be used.
14

Delaware" painting was too big to fit in the allotted space. Thus,

Sully's other painting, a portrait after Gilbert Stuart's "Washington,"

soon arrived, followed by the arrival, in 1821, of Canova's statue of
15

Washington. By 1824, the renovation of the statehouse was completed;

the combined cost of the renovation and the statue totaled about $77,000
16

($12,000 for the statue, and $65,000 for the renovation).

Housed within the statehouse's grand rotunda, Canova's statue of

Washington was the pride of North Carolina. As one historian observed,

,.17"The Capitol seemed to exist only to house it. One may think of the

statehouse as having been but a large cover for the statue, together

representing one of the first monuments on Union Square. Such a

monument, however, was to last hardly a decade, for on June 21, 1831,

while workmen were in the process of constructing a zinc roof intended
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as a fire prevention measure, the dome accidentally caught fire, the

statehouse burned, and the Canova statue was damaged beyond repair. One

week after the fire, Robert Ball Hughes volunteered to repair the

However, after being hired by the state in May, 1832, he wentstatue.

to New York to collect his family and materials; that was the last ever

seen of him in Raleigh. Hughes had apparently absconded with his $2,800
18

Although the statehouse was rebuilt by 1840 (henceforth toadvance.

be referred to as the "Capitol," and "Union Square" to be referred to as

"Capitol Square"), for about 140 years an empty space remained below the
19

Through the ensuing years, statuary would begindomed rotunda.

filling up the sides of the rotunda—busts of Matt W. Ransom, Samuel

Johnston, John M. Morehead, and William A. Graham—all seemingly staring

at the empty, center space and waiting for the statue of Washington to

20
return to its place. Not until the early 1970s, following the 1957

discovery that Canova's final working model of the statue still existed

in Italy, was a copy of the Canova statue procured to once again grace

21
the Capitol.

With, or without, the statue, however, the new Capitol, designed by

William Nichols, Jr., Ithiel Town, and Alexander Jackson Davis and

constructed by David Paton, has been one of America's finest monuments

Since its completion in 1840, it hasof Greek Revival architecture.

22
remained to this day virtually unaltered. While its detailed history

is beyond the scope of this study, it is unquestionably the finest

monument on Capitol Square.

In 1840, with North Carolina's new Capitol recently completed,

United States Senator William A. Graham used the occasion to try to
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obtain a congressional appropriation for the construction of the Nash

and Davidson monuments. The Continental Congress had offered the state

$500 for the construction of each memorial, but, for lack of a permanent

statehouse, the work had been delayed. Graham requested Governor Edward

B. Dudley to locate the records of the congressional actions in the old

governors' letter books. The governor was unable to find any such

records, and thus the Capitol Square, including the rotunda, remained
23

barren of monuments.

Almost coincidentally, less than one month later, John Frazee

obtained permission from the state to "undertake to replace whatever

part of the STATUE OF WASHINGTON has been destroyed or is missing."

Mindful of what had happened the last time such an "undertaking" was

made, the legislature stipulated that "unless he succeeds to the entire

satisfaction of the Committee who may be appointed to superintend the

work, [he] will not charge a cent, and that no advance of any sort will

„24 The legislature, however, need not have worried, for inbe required.

December, 1842, Frazee made his dismal report to Governor John Morehead:

I found the mutilated Statue and fragments of the Bas-reliefs piled
together in a temporary enclosure near the State House. The head, the
arms, and the greater portion of the legs were broken off, and most of
these were either destroyed or missing. (The bare) trunk alone
remained, a noble remain, the marble of which, however, was so
extensively injured by the heat, and so completely decarbonated as to
render it utterly impossible for the hand of man to make a restoration
upon it. The Bas-reliefs were chiefly broken in pieces, many portions
of them entirely lost, and the marble in most of what remained so
calcined and killed with fire as to crumble at the touch. It is
therefore impossible to make a restoration of ^^ther the Statue or
Bas-reliefs with or by the aid of those ruins.

While in Raleigh, Governor Morehead told Frazee that it was his

opinion that "when the State Legislature should assemble again. some
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measures would be taken with regards to procuring a new statue of

Washington, seeing it an impossibility to make a restoration on those

remains of Canova's Statue." Frazee assured the governor that "should

it be the pleasure of your State Legislature, I would be glad to

undertake the design and execution of a statue of that great and good

.,26 Nonetheless, by the time the enclosure for the Capitol SquareMan.

was completed in 1848, there was still no statuary under the rotunda or

on the grounds.

In his message to the General Assembly on November 21, 1848,

Governor Graham, the former U.S. senator who had been trying to procure

congressional appropriation for the Nash and Davidson monuments, once

again found the opportunity to address that issue. Graham recommended

that "a simple monument of native material, with suitable

inscriptions, ... be reared in the grounds of the Capitol" and that an

appropriation not exceeding the original $1,000 ($500 apiece) be made

for the purpose. He concluded:

It would be a fitting memorial of the patriotic services and sacrifices
of the illustrious dead, and a perpetual incentive to the living, to
lead such lives, and if demand it to devote themselves to such
deaths for their country.

As a Whig governor whose party was declining in the face of growing

Democratic strength, Graham's remarks had a dual pupose. It had been

the Whigs' opposition to another American war, the War with Mexico, that

had lost for them much of the public's support. Now, with the war

having ended, it could not hurt for this Whig governor to speak of the

importance of patriotism and willingness to die for one's country.

Graham, in essence, attempted to convince the public that although the
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28
party had opposed the war and expansionism it was still patriotic.

Both efforts, however, were unsuccessful; by 1850, the Democrats

29
attained virtual political dominance that lasted the entire decade.

and although a committee was set up to look into the governor's monument

30
proposals, legislation was never enacted. Indeed, in 1895 when a

31
similar proposal was made once again, it too failed. To this day,

there are no monuments to either Nash or Davidson on the square.

In October, 1853, Governor David Reid, the first of four

consecutive Democratic governors of the 1850s, was notified that

Philadelphia had just passed a resolution providing for a monument to be

erected at Independence Square in commemoration of the Declaration of

Independence and its signers. It was to be financed by those states

32
that comprised the original thirteen colonies. In November, 1854,

Governor Reid proposed to the legislature that it should address this

issue, and he also recommended the erection of two small, "but neat,"

monuments on the Capitol Square to serve as memorials to the officers

and soldiers of the Revolution and to the signers of the so-called

Mecklenburg Declaration of Independence. Doubtless, the latter

recommendations were inspired by Philadelphia's actions as well as by

the need for some type of monuments in the Capitol Square. Aware of

Whig governor Graham's failed efforts, Reid had taken a different
33

Still, neither recommendation received the needed votesapproach.

34
from the legislature.

Thus, North Carolina could not get legislation for any such

monuments nor could it repair its statue of Washington. Indeed, in

January, 1855, Governor Thomas Bragg freely warned Anthony W. Jones, who
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had made application to restore Canova's statue of Washington, that "it

is hardly probable that the Legislature will take any steps towards the

restoration of the Statue, there having been one failure before and it

being still more difficult to accomplish now for the reason that parts

of the Statue have been removed or lost and other parts entirely

„35destroyed by fire in the first instance. Furthermore, the Capitol

One visitor said of the square that it "isSquare was a barren sight.

shaded by some tall old oaks, and could easily be made into an

appropriate and beautiful little park but . . . with singular

negligence, or more singular economy (while $500,000 has been spent upon

the simple edifice) remains in a rude state of undressed nature, and is

.,36used as a hog pasture.

Yet, by now North Carolina's greatest concern may have been that

its capitol lacked a monumental image of the "Father of their Country."

Indeed from the 1820s to the 1850s, it appeared that virtually every

state wanted to memorialize George Washington and that to be without a

Several capitols had likenesses ofWashington image was unpatriotic.

Washington, either in the form of sculpture or painting. Rembrandt

Peale, for example, hawked the copies of his painting of Washington to

37
most of the capitols. In 1847, Governor Graham had been made duly

aware that New York was going to celebrate the laying of its Washington

Monument cornerstone on the sixty-sixth anniversary of the British
38

And in 1850, North Carolina was represented insurrender at Yorktown.

Washington D.C.'s Washington Monument when it sent a stone roughly

4'-x-2'-x-2' with North Carolina's name and coat-of-arms sculpted upon

39
it.
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The solution to fulfilling both of North Carolina's needs, a

monument on its square and a statue of Washington in the capital city,

Just as Virginia's statue ofhad begun to unfold around 1846.

Washington by Houdon had been the inspiration for North Carolina's

purchase of the Canova work, so, once again, the Virginia statue would

prompt North Carolina's solution to her monument problem. In 1846,

Jared Sparks, of Cambridge, Massachusetts, informed the state of

Virginia that an Italian sculptor was presently in Boston who could be

hired to make a mold from Virginia's statue of Washington by Houdon.

Sparks told Virginia's Lieutenant-Governor Andrew Stephenson:

You are aware that the statue of Washington in Richmond is the only
genuine representation of the Father of his Country which has been
produced by the genius and chisel of a sculptor. All the others,
however admirable as specimens of art, are in many parts the result of
the artist's imagination. And yet this statue, so honorable to
Virginia, exists alone without a copy, or the means of obtaining one;
and if by any accident it should be destroyed, or essentially injured,
the invaluable resemblance will be lost forever.

Impressed with these facts, several gentlemen in Boston who hold
this statue in the highest estimation on the account of its undoubted
resemblance to Washington, are willing to be at the expence [sic] and
trouble of having a mould taken from which accurate casts may be
executed. There is now in Boston an Italian Artist perfectly skilled in
this businees [sic] , whom they will employ to undertake it. This is a
fortunate circumstance, as competent workmen of this description rarely
come to the United States. . . .

Being assured of safeguards against injury to the original, Stephenson

40
recommended to Virginia's governor that the request be granted.

The mold was made, perhaps by the "Italian gentleman," and Virginia
41

authorized William James Hubard, of Richmond, to make the casts. The

legislature allowed him to make all of the casts within a given period
42

of years. In 1849, a member of the United States House of

Representatives from Virginia proposed that a copy of the Houdon statue
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be "taken in American marble by an American artist, and placed in the
43

rotunda" of the United States Capitol. Although a marble copy was

never obtained for the Capitol, by 1850 Hubard had presented to the
44

Capitol a plaster copy of the Houdon from the mold. In 1853, Hubard

was scheduled to exhibit "a splendid cast" of Houdon's statue, probably

another plaster cast, at the Crystal Palace exhibition in New York City

but was unable to do so because of a mishap that befell the cast when it
45

On July 3, 1856, Hubard's first bronze cast of thereached the city.

Houdon statue was unveiled at the Virginia Military Institute in
46

Lexington, Virginia. By the outbreak of the Civil War, Hubard had
47

made six bronze casts.

Because Hubard was desirous of giving to North Carolina the first

bronze cast outside Virginia, he made no offers to other states until

first consulting North Carolina. Since North Carolina had been the

first state to obtain a statue of Washington after Virginia, Hubard must

have felt that North Carolina deserved the cast before any other state.

In 1855, Hubard informed Graham, now a state senator, of his desire for

North Carolina to purchase a bronze cast of Houdon's "Washington."

Graham, whose attempts to have the Nash and Davidson monuments erected

upon the bare grounds of the square had met with repeated failure.

desired that the cast be placed in the Capitol's rotunda as a

replacement for Canova's "Washington" and consequently introduced

Hubard's proposal to the legislature. When the last vote of the 1855

legislative session was taken in the House of Commons, the proposal was

unanimously approved by 50 to 0. Because of delays and ill-planning.

however, the required quorum was not present, and the session ended
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48
without passage.

In 1857 Hubard wrote to Governor Thomas Bragg, reminding him that

this might be North Carolina's last chance to obtain the Houdon copy and

assuring him that "I should be deeply sorry not to have the opportunity

of placing it where there once stood a noble work of Art by Canova

particularly as Hudon [sic] was the greatest master of his age and

founded the school of reformation in art upon which Canova devoted

himself." His letter implied that another cast had already been made

upon his assumption that North Carolina would purchase it. Hubard was

therefore particularly concerned that if the proposal were not soon

brought before the 1857 legislature, the cast would have to be sold to

49
some other state.

Bragg proceeded to encourage legislors to accept Hubard's proposal

and reminded them that the "unfortunate fate" of the Canova statue of

Washington "is known to all." Bragg remarked, "The headless trunk and

broken limbs, all that are left of them, now repose in one of the lumber

rooms of the Capitol." He stressed that the statue of Houdon's was, in

some respects, "truer to nature than the statue of Canova, masterpiece

,.50 The message was clear. The legislature should give upas it was.

any lingering hopes it had for the Canova statue and purchase the Houdon

The resolution soon passed, and on July 4, 1857, the statue wascast.

unveiled but on the square's grounds rather than in the Capitol's
51

North Carolina's long-sought solution to having no monumentsrotunda.

on its Capitol Square grounds and no image of the "Father" of the

country was accomplished.

Hubard turned North Carolina's Capitol Square into a public square.
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He succeeded in doing so because he greatly admired Houdon's statue of

Washington at Virginia's capitol, he understood North Carolina's Capitol

Square predicament, and he appreciated the importance of bronze statuary

in public squares. Said Hubard, "The origin of my efforts to bring this

statue into notice by duplication was that it is the only perfect

likeness of Washington in existence, and that I dreaded its loss should

the Capitol be destroyed by fire, of which there has been frequent

grounds for apprehension, as the building has been several times on

fire." Hubard "yearned also to see it everywhere before the public eye.

not only on account of its truthfulness, but on account of its being a

figure of sublime presence and the most masterly specimen of sculpture

„52in the U.[nited] States.

It was not difficult for Hubard to argue for placing his bronze

cast outdoors rather than in the Capitol building. In the minds of many

North Carolina legislators there may have lingered the feeling that the

rotunda was still reserved for a repaired Canova statue. Quite

possibly, they also feared that if another statue were placed in the

ro.tunda, a conflagration similar to the one in 1832 might occur. The

Capitol already had one image of Washington inside it. Sully's painting.

and that could amply satisfy most of the legislators.

Since Hubard yearned to see the Houdon statue of Washington

"everywhere before the public eye," and since, being made of bronze, the

statue would be suitable for outdoors (more common marble statuary, such

the original Houdon "Washington" in Virginia's capitol, could notas

weather the outdoors), Hubard submitted a plan to Graham in 1855

proposing that the cast be placed in front of the governor's mansion.
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In a letter to Bragg in 1857, he reiterated his recommendation adding

that it "struck me as being very appropriate and would relieve that side

,,53from a void which • . . was decidedly evident. The Governor agreed

to leave the decision of the statue's location to Hubard, who finally

decided to place the statue in front of the south side of the Capitol.

Outdoor statuary in America was, however, not a very common sight in

that day, and Hubard had to assure the governor that "when you see it

placed in the open air lit by the broad rays of heaven . . . you will

„54feel the peculiar fitness of the idea.

Hubard spoke of his bronze cast of the Houdon statue in glowing

terms, asserting that it was "the only statue cast in one entire piece

in this Country and that it has no rival in the bronzes imported or

those cast in America." Said Hubard, "It is a work of the highest

„55artistic skill and perfection.

Hubard therefore wanted his statue to be exceedlingly visible.

stressing that "the statue is a beautiful thing" and "is to be regarded

as the manifestation of the grounds." Hubard, who was "bent upon this

whole affair being worthy of posterity," felt that "if so much of the

grounds can be properly opened and regulated, the rest will necessarily

„56follow. Thus, when the legislature gave Governor Bragg authority to

"expend such an amount of money as he may deem necessary in the

improvement of the walks and grounds of the capitol square . . . and

also to have erected in the capitol building or public square, two water

closets or pipes at such places as are deemed by him most convenient and
57

proper," Hubard was pleased, yet concerned.

Bragg's plans included placing the two water closets on the square
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as well as flowers alongside the Capitol building, and Hubard's

reactions were pointed. Hubard observed that "many a beautiful face and

figure" had been "destroyed by conventional fashion and still more

frequently a fair scene in nature barbarized by art and conceived

utility." He viewed it as "a serious misfortune to find bad taste

monumented in the focus of society or in the institutions to which

people always look for pleasure or authority." He noted that virtually

every public building in the United States had been "subject to

revision, or regret, from the impulsive nature of the original plan or

on ill judged economy." This was how his hometown capitol square in

Virginia had been "utterly ruined," and to Hubard, the flowers.

ornaments, and "redundant" foliage about the United States Capitol

grounds "more properly belong to the gardens of a palace or grand

Villa." While acknowledging that North Carolina's Capitol "is a fine

building, an excellent model," Hubard explained to Bragg that the water

closets should have been provided for originally "in vaults under the

Capitol" rather than placed outside where they "are obliged to be

..58blemishes to the square.

Hubard wanted the statue, the Capitol building, and the grounds to

be coordinated, and thus the plan which he proposed to Bragg for

improving the square and locating the statue incorporated this idea.

The water closets, he felt, if they had to be placed in the square.

could be introduced as lodges on each side of the gates on the avenue.

"but the distance apart should be fully that of the width of the

building." He pointed out that if there were "a culvert running near

the square the closets could be easily arranged within the main
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His opinion of the closets was that "the streets close bybuilding."

have spaces and buildings which might be used for such temporary

conveniences." He did not see the need for "destroying the unity and

simplicity of the grounds" for the sake of the closets. As for Bragg's

"flower garden plot," Hubard felt that "a clear area should be

preserved" near the Capitol building "until the distance is sufficiently

,,59great as not to conflict with the lines of the main building.

For the immediate area of the statue, Hubard was intent upon its

being highly visible. The railing encircling the statue was to be "very

simple, consisting of ['plain spears' and] 8 posts, composed of the

fasces surmounted by a globe and eagle, with a row of stars around the

upper band of the fasces." The spears were to have "real bronze

heads . . . made of the metal of which the statue is composed; the eagle

of the same;" and the spears, fasces, etc., of "iron bronzed over." The

railing would be located upon a larger circular area, the diameter of

which was to be "at least twice the measure of the hight [sic] of the

The avenue leading to the circle "should be fully as wide asmonument."

a front" of the Capitol building. This avenue "could be made by three

steps (very wide)" commencing at the square's entry gate. "The steps

would be beautifully effective," the only disadvantage being, as Hubard

pointed out, "that carriages could not pass [up] the avenue. . .

unless the steps were confined to the width of the railing area."

Hubard also suggested that abutments be run along "the extent of the

lower step," presumably, the steps nearest the statue, and a lamp post

placed on each side. "This," said Hubard, ". . . will be absolutely

„60
necessary to save limbs, as well as to keep the statue in light.
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Although the square had a natural incline from the Capitol down to

the entry gate, Hubard wanted the circle area of the statue to be level.

He explained, "This is done to give equal elevations to the spectators

.,61in the immediate vicinity of the railing. Also, by positioning the

circle and the statue in just the right position, the work would be

properly framed when viewed either from the entry gate or from directly

Hubard meticulously presented his explanation:in front of the circle.

The object is to arrange for the advantageous seeing of the statue, and
the calculation is thus. Say the spectator first applys [sic] his
occulars [sic] as he opens the gate. Well, the average hight [sic] of
the eye would be about 5 feet 2-6 inches. Skirting a line from the eye,
touching the head of the statue and terminating upon the building side
or end, it would reach about 20 feet up the building from the
ground—that is[,] standing at the gate and looking at the statue, the
head would appear against the building 20 feet above from the ground
line. This however is only the effective focus . . . [the] perceptive,
or examining one being [when the individual is standing at] about the
edge of the circle, which would g^row the head against the building
about 36 [feet] from the ground.

Beyond the circle and avenue, Hubard's plans called for walks to be

„63
run close to trees "so that seats might be placed beneath them.

Although some of his suggestions were not used, most of them were.

and the Capitol Square was transformed into a public square in which the

public could view the bronze copy of Houdon's famous sculpture of George

Washington. However, Bragg was dismayed at the expenses involved in

transporting the statue from Richmond, as well as in making certain

improvements to the square, but Hubard reminded him that he had

succeeded in keeping the actual cost of the statue within the $10,000

figure upon which both had originally agreed. The transportation

expenses had even included bribes paid to assure that the statue, going

via the mail, would reach Raleigh in time for the July 4th unveiling
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64
The statue's total cost was roughly $13,454, and $1,821ceremonies.

65
was spent on the Capitol Square improvements. Hubard told the

governor that he had cautioned the legislature in the beginning that it

would take at least $12,000 for the statue, pedestal, and railing. Said

Hubard, considering the "wilderness" of the grounds, a great deal was

accomplished for the money. Nevertheless, Hubard had maintained at the

start that $20,000 should have been spent on a George Washington

monument to make the "tribute dignifying and perfect." In either case.

66
Hubard himself had lost money on the project.

Hubard's statue had created a public square, and his careful effort

at coordinating the statue with the square, and at making the statue the

manifestation of the grounds, would serve as an important example for

future outdoor monument efforts both in North Carolina and elsewhere.

Thus, virtually all of the statues and monuments constructed for the

Capitol Square in the future would be placed with the intention of

properly balancing them with the other monuments, the building, and the

Although Hubard's casts were rare, being among the firstgrounds.

bronze statues constructed in the United States, the increased

accessibility of such foundries in America would allow for the growth of

Indeed, with the exception ofthe square's outdoor monument population.

its Confederate monument statuary, all of the monuments and statues

67
would be constructed in American foundries. Not until 1928, when the

overall balance and quality of the square had become jeopardized by the

sheer number of monuments placed there, would it again undergo major

improvements including not only beautification, repaving, and grading.
68

but also the repositioning of statues.
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Beginning with the arrival of Hubard's cast of Washington, the

Capitol Square became a place where families could take leisurely

strolls and parents could show their children edifying examples of

heroes, patriots, and leaders. As Judge R.M. Saunders, chief orator at

the unveiling ceremony for the Washington statue, said, "Here let it

stand ... to grace this beautiful grove, and to teach our children's

children, to the latest posterity, the mighty deeds of the original.

,.69 Not until valueswhilst they should learn to emulate his virtues.

changed, other forms of entertainment created, and rapid transportation

developed, would the intended significance of the square and its

monuments be severely diminished.



CHAPTER II

THE CONFEDERATE MONUMENT:

THE CHANGING MEANINGS OF PATRIOTISM AND EDUCATION

Just as the idolization of George Washington symbolized the unity

of the country, the idolization of the Confederate soldier symbolized

sectionalism and disruption of the Union. While the South failed in its

venture to become a separate nation, efforts to memorialize those who

had served in the South's four-year struggle continued long after 1865

and provided an important strand of self-identity and pride, indeed

patriotism, to which southerners desperately held.

Thirty years after the conflict, these efforts in North Carolina

culminated in the erection of a monument on the Capitol Square to North

Carolina's Confederate dead. In the process, another clash would occur:

a legislative battle between those who believed that patriotism was all

that North Carolinians needed and those who believed that public

education through schooling was more important than erecting patriotic

Forty-four years after that battle had been fought, theremonuments.

came, in the midst of the Great Depression<in 1934, an effort to move

the Confederate Monument from its place on the Capitol Square to another

square in Raleigh in the interests of aesthetics and employment for

North Carolinians. This effort aroused a resounding protest from those

who maintained that the present location of the monument had very

definite historical and patriotic significance. And three decades

later, with the unfolding of the civil rights drama of the 1960s, there

were those who feared that the monument might be damaged by persons who
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viewed it as a symbol of southern bigotry. In all cases, the monument

represented patriotism, though the meanings of that patriotism were

ever-changing with the times.

The erection of the Confederate Monument was the inevitable result

of the sense of duty and devotion which the wives, mothers, and

daughters of the Confederate soldiers possessed. When the soldiers were

sick, the women cared for them in the hospitals, and when they were

killed, they saw to it that they were properly buried. With the

conclusion of the war, there remained for the women in Raleigh the task

of reinterring the fallen soldiers who were haphazardly buried

throughout the city. For this purpose, in October, 1866, a number of

Raleigh women met in the Senate chamber of the Capitol and organized the

Ladies' Memorial Association. Miss Sophia Partridge, one of the charter

members, was said to have been the first person to have thought of

forming such an association for the reinterrment and future care of the

veterans' graves. For the members of the association, as for many of

the women of that day, this was but an extension of their activities

during the war. One man described the typical member of the

association: "Untill [sic] the close of the war, she was found in the

hospitals, cheering and comforting the sick and the wounded, and when

these died, she saw that boards with their names were placed at the

heads of their graves, and thus were the names of many preserved." It

may be said that these boards with names on them were the first

„1"Confederate monuments.

The association soon acquired some land for a cemetery for the

fallen soldiers, but, before preparation of the cemetery had been
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completed, Federal authorities demanded that those Confederate soldiers

who were buried in the original cemetery be promptly removed as the

cemetery was to be used for fallen Union soldiers. Responding to the

threat that the soldiers' bodies would be thrown in the streets if they

were not reinterred, the women promptly attended to the removal of the

remains to the new cemetery.^soldiers'

Also, a committee was formed to ascertain where soldiers were

buried throughout the area and to have their remains reinterred in the

Before each grave was opened, women re-marked in pencilnew cemetery.

on each headboard the name of the soldier. The work of reinterrment

took several weeks in the early part of 1867. Interred in the new

cemetery with the 312 North Carolinians were 119 soldiers from other

states and 106 unknown. In September, 1871, 137 Confederate dead were

removed from Gettysburg; in 1883 the association set about removing 107
3

Confederate dead from the National Cemetery at Arlington, Virginia.

Through the years, the association cared for the cemetery. In

1867, it had designated May 10, the date on which Thomas J.

("Stonewall") Jackson was killed, as the date of North Carolina's

Confederate Memorial Day. On that day each year, special memorial

ceremonies were held by the association at the cemetery. These

ceremonies provided the most important link of memorialization for the

In the meantime, walks were laid in the cemetery.next few decades.

grass was sown, flowers and shrubs were planted, and an iron pavillion

was placed in the center of the grounds. Following internment, a wooden

headboard, made of a two-inch plank painted white, was marked with the

name of the soldier. By 1877, many decaying planks were replaced with
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stone posts which were numbered to correspond with a roster of the names

of the soldiers. These granite markers were both tombstones and, in a

sense, Confederate monuments.

In 1870, a monument to North Carolina's fallen Confederate soldiers

was erected in the cemetery. It was funded from part of the state

legislature's $1,500 appropriation to the association for the upkeep and

improvement of the cemetery, and, for the money, it was the most

elaborate that could be secured at the time. By 1882, the monument was

recognized to be, "in form and workmanship, . . . sadly deficient." It

was considerably shorter in height than the monument which would be

erected on the Capitol Square, but was similar in that it had a granite

Its resemblance to some of the tombstones of prominentshaft.

Confederate veterans in the cemetery attests further to the fact that

the Confederate monuments and the tombstones, as well as the wooden

headboards and stone posts, were all erected for a similar purpose: to

4
memorialize the fallen Confederate soldier.

The decision to erect a substantial Confederate monument was made

At the suggestion of Secretary of State Octavius Coke, aby 1892.

meeting, which both men and women attended, was held in June, 1892, in

the Supreme Court room of the Capitol. The women, most of whom were

members of the Ladies' Memorial Association, together with the men

organized the North Carolina Monumental Association. Although the men

were given the official positions in the new association, the women were

designated as the "Lady Managers" and, as such, oversaw most of the

effort to erect the monument.^
After considering whether to erect a shaft, arch, or combination of
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both, a shaft was agreed upon. It was further decided that three

statues of Confederate privates would be placed upon it—two on the side

The Monumental Association originally intended thatand one on the top.

a statue of North Carolina private Henry L. Wyatt, the first Confederate

soldier killed in battle, would be placed on the top of the monument.

However, the model for all three of the statues was, allegedly,
6

and thus not Wyatt.W.R. Dicks, a North Carolina Confederate veteran.

Under the act of incorporation, the legislature appropriated to the

Monumental Association $10,000 and stipulated that the monument be of

North Carolina granite and placed on the Capitol Square. Even so, the

question of the location of the monument was one which fueled much

Governor Elias Carr presented his opinion as to where he feltdebate.

the monument should be located, and, along with Coke, he actually

favored placing it on Nash Square rather than Capitol Square. Their

reason for this preference is not recorded, but probably they were

either concerned about the aesthetic damage which might result from

placing the tall monument in front of the Capitol or they wished to see

However, most of the committee of men whoNash Square developed more.

were appointed to consider the location favored Capitol Square. This

decision was, in some degree, dictated by the fact that the general

interpretation of the act of incorporation was that the $10,000

appropriation was contingent upon the monument being on the Capitol

The Capitol Square location won out.^Square.

As to its exact location on the square, one of the original ideas

to place the monument on the south side for obvious symbolicwas

However, the final decision was to place it on the west side.reasons.
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while alleging several historical justifications for such a choice.

Decades later, the local chapter of the United Daughters of the

Confederacy, whose membership included several daughters of those who

had made the decision, explained their choice:

From its station at the western gate of the Square, Ellis Battery later
known as Manly's Battery, fired the salute that announced to the State
and the world that North Carolina had seceded from the Union. . . .

handkerchief dropped from the western balcony of the Capitol was the
signal to the Battery of this decision, and the salute of a hundred guns
echoed by the shouts of the waiting multitude hailed the fact that the
State had thrown her lot with the South.

There was a tradition also that here Vance, a strong Union man, was
urging the people to stand by the Union, was using all his magnetism and
eloquence to deter them from secession, when news of Lincoln's call for
troops reached him and converted him into a Secessionist. To use his
own words, "When the news came, with arm extended upwards I was pleading
for the Union. When my hand came down from that impassioned gesture, it
fell by the side of a Secessionist, and I called on the assembled
multitude not to fight against—but for—South Carolina."

Whether the tradition about Vance's speech be true or not, this is
certain that from this spot was published the first announcement of the
State's Secession, and it is a fitting site for a Memorial of ghe
soldiers whose lives were sacrificed in the war that followed.

A

Late in 1893, the design proposed by the Muldoon Monument Company

of Louisville, Kentucky, was approved, and on May 22, 1894, ceremonies

were held for the laying of the monument's cornerstone. At the time.

the Monumental Association showed little concern about Muldoon's

projected cost for the monument, around $25,000, which included the

three statues to be sculpted by Bavarian sculptor Leopold Von Miller,

In addition to the $10,000 provided by the legislature, it wasII.

assumed that the remaining $15,000 or so could be obtained from

contributions throughout the state. If these fundraising projects did

not reach their goal, then there was ample confidence in the

Democratic-controlled legislature's ability to make the necessary

appropriations. Democrats, with their strong Confederate heritage.
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would consider using tax money for a Confederate monument preferable to

9
virtually any other uses.

By 1893, when the legislature unanimously passed the North Carolina

Monumental Association's act of incorporation with its generous $10,000

appropriation, the Democrats were thoroughly entrenched in conservatism

and lacked innovation. The Association assumed that it could count on

10
the next legislature, in 1895, to remain predominantly Democratic.

The Association,By 1895, the monument was not half complete.

which now had about $15,000 in its treasury, found itself in desparate

need of the remaining $10,000. Without it, the monument could not be

finished. The legislature, however, was no longer under Democratic

Fusionists, an alliance of Republicans and Populists, nowrule.

Thus the needed $10,000 appropriation wascontrolled the legislature.

not forthcoming as instantly as the Association had hoped. Instead, a

major confrontation had developed between those persons who supported

public education through increased taxation for public schools and those

persons who supported the erection of the Confederate monument, which
11

they viewed as a gesture of patriotism.

Democratic control of the legislature had been threatened by the

growing impatience of the farmers of North Carolina who were seeking

greater representation. The Democrats had grown more complacent as the

decades of their domination passed. By the late 1880s, the Farmers

Alliance looked to the Democratic party to address its particular needs

which included increased taxation for public schools. In the election

of 1890, the Alliance succeeded in electing many farmers to the

legislature, thus producing the reform-oriented "farmers' legislature"
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In 1892, the radical half of the Alliance organized itselfof 1891.

into a political party called the People's, or Populist, party; but the

In 1894, Republicans and PopulistsDemocrats won an easy victory.

joined forces on a "Fusion" ticket which resulted in a sweeping victory

for the Fusionists. Thus the .1895 legislature was dominated by

12
Populists and Republicans, not Democrats.

The Populists were in a dilemma. On the one hand, predominantly of

Confederate heritage, they probably would have liked to support

Confederate monument legislation. On the other hand, they also valued

For the sake of a coalition, however, the Populistspublic education.

tried to go along with the Republicans, which, with respect to the

Confederate monument issue, required that the taxes should be used for

public schools rather than for a monument. Thus, when the vote was cast

in the Senate on a resolution providing for $10,000 from a special tax

fund to be lent to the Association, only 15 percent of the

Populist-Republican fusion supported it, with fewer than 23 percent of

the Republicans and fewer than 9 percent of the Populists supporting it.

Since Democrats constituted fewer than 20 percent of Senate membership.
13

the motion lost easily, 28 to 8.

Debates on the monument resolution provided the legislature of 1895

with some of its most controversial and emotional moments. The Senate

galleries and the lobbies on the Senate floor were packed with women.

The monument was much more than just a memorial—it represented

patriotism—and those who opposed it had to justify their opposition

with equally patriotic reasons. The fact that the money was to be taken

from a special tax fund that was hitherto undesignated for any specific
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purpose, allowed the monument's opponents—ie., Fusionists—to try to

As the Democratic Raleigh News and Observer editor,find a "loophole."

Josephus Daniels, put it:

No sooner had this bill been introduced than those who desired to kill
it conspired together as to the best way it could be done. They hit
upon the scheme of proposing to cover all the special tax money on hand
into the public school fund, and hoped to secure its pasj^ge before they
could be put on record against the Confederate monument.

Had that "scheme" been successful, the Fusionists would indeed have

killed the bill before it was put to a vote and, thus, they would have

avoided making the unpopular, unpatriotic-appearing vote against a

Although the scheme did not work, and the debatesConfederate monument.

proceeded, Fusionists continued to argue that the special tax fund was

Populist leader James M.really intended for the public schools.

Mewborne justified his opposition by stating that "Egypt, Babylon, and

Rome were monument building countries, but because they neglected the

education of their children, they perished." Senator Mewborne hoped

that "nobody would have the audacity to lay ruthless hands on this money

„15that of right belongs to the plebian.

Ogden A. Starbuck, pointed out that although he felt the Southern

soldiers had fought on the wrong side during the late war, he was

willing to give pensions to them when needed. He questioned, therefore.

where their security would be if the money were lent for the monument.

Similarly, Senator Mewborne later stated that "the money was proposed to

be used for two good causes," and he preferred "to give it to the living

A.H. Paddison said that "the people were toorather than the dead."

poor even to pay their taxes. . . . This is a cunningly devised bill.
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There is an attempt to get the money in a round about way. . . . Pay

.,16this, and another $10,000 will be demanded and so on indefinitely.

The bill's supporters included only two Democrats, four

Republicans, and two Populists. The few other Democrats abstained.

perhaps because they feared being labelled opponents of public education

and felt that the bill did not have any chance of passage. The

supporters argued for patriotism. James M. Moody, the Republican

senator from Haywood County who had introduced the bill, asked, "Is this

body less patriotic" than the legislature that gave $10,000 two years

ago? Said Moody:

The Federal government has done well to erect monuments to Garfield,
Lincoln, Grant and the other leaders of the Union cause. Shall the
brave sons of the South, who were as brave as any, be neglected? Look
at the Washington monument! It teaches lessons of patriotism to the
youth of the country. . . . Those who vote against it, may seek the
privacy of their rooms and say 'I have been to the funeral of all my
hopes [and] entombed them one by one. '

Senator Moody gave his word that if the men who paid the tax called for

it to be paid back, the women would do so. He then quoted the words of

Jesus in rebuking his disciples who were upset about a woman who poured

an alabaster box of precious ointment on Jesus' head. In response to

the disciples' claims that the ointment could have been sold and given

to the poor, Jesus declared, "Why trouble ye the woman, for she hath

wrought a good work upon me, for ye have the poor always with you, but

„17me ye have not always.

Senator John E. Fowler, a Populist from Sampson County, said if he

consulted the dictates of political wisdom, he might vote against the

appropriation, but he believed there was something higher than politics

and that was patriotism. It was his conviction that it would be a great
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wrong to leave the monument unfinished, particularly since most of the

money proposed to be used would be paid by the soldiers whose virtues
18

were being commemorated.

Senator C.W. Mitchell, of Bertie County, said:

. . . I honor the North for honoring and keeping fresh the memory of
their great men. They are true to themselves and their heroes. Let us
not fail to honor our brave dead. I know the people of my
district. . . . They know that rendering honor to the memory of the
brave men is not keeping up sectionalism, but is teaching noble lessons
of patriotism to the youth of the land. . . . Money invested in stone
is not wasted. It is thej^^est educational investment and the best
instructor in patriotism.

The statements of the bill's supporters were readily appreciated by

the public. While public education was a concern of many North

Carolinians, the patriotic gesture of the Confederate monument overrode

it for the most part. When the bill failed by a substantial twenty-vote

margin, 28 to 8, the public questioned the patriotism of the

legislature. The News and Observer presented a stinging rebuke:

Those who killed the bill pretended that they did it in the interest of
the ragged children of the State. . . . This is always the pretense of
those whose small soul can never rise to the height of doing a noble
thing from the loftiest impulses of love and patriotism. The
Republicans are always shedding hypocritical tears over the "little
barefooted boy." When they had an opportunity to educate those little
fellows, they stole and squandered the school fund and left the school
houses as abodes for the owls and bats. Their professions are the
merest cant and are employed to hide their real hostility to the
completion of the Confederate monument.

. . . the sight of an uncompleted monument will do more to teach
the youth not to venerate nobility and bravery than the few minutes
additional2gublic school term can teach them in the rudiments of
education.

If the public had had any hopes that the Populist majority, composing

about half of the Senate, would preserve the legislation and

counter-balance the impact of the Republican side of the Fusion, the

hope seemed dim. To aggravate matters, the legislature voted for a
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recess in memory of Frederick Douglass, who had just died, while

refusing to take the traditional recess in honor of the births of

Washington and Lee. Douglass was the black slave-abolitionist reformer

whose greatest evil in most North Carolinians' minds was that he had

married a white woman. In that day and time, any remote show of support

for miscegenation was tantamount to disloyalty. For much of the public.

an editorial cartoon in the News and Observer said it all. The cartoon

showed the women of the Monumental Association standing at the steps of

the uncompleted Confederate monument, begging to the legislators who

were portrayed bowing mournfully over the casket of Douglass. The

legislators replied, "It is not your dead, but our Fred over whom we

..21
weep.

The failure of the bill, combined with the recent recess in honor of

Daniel's News and ObserverDouglass, sent shockwaves through the state.

stated that "It is clear that any appeal to this legislature, based upon

If the monument is topatriotism or State pride, falls upon deaf ears.

be completed, the patriotic citizens, who are unrepresented in the

Legislature, must undertake the work." Former Governor Thomas M. Holt

proposed that an effort be made to collect $100 from each county thereby

obtaining the needed $10,000 without the help of the legislature: "The

monument must be erected and I believe there is patriotism enough

22
left ... in every county of the State to see that it is done.

There was also hope that the Populists in the legislature were

embarrassed by their recent legislative activities and that they would.

therefore, be willing to support another monument bill. One journalist

wrote letters purporting to be correspondence between a Populist senator
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and his indignant wife. In the "correspondence," circulated widely

throughout the state, the "wife" told her husband that if he were one of

those who voted for the resolution of adjournment for Douglass, he

should not dare come home, since she "would not own a husband who had so

disgraced his family and the South." The "senator" begged his wife to

change her mind and said that he would even become a Democrat if she

23
would take him back.

The pressure on the Populist majority to show its patriotism turned

the tide. On February 28, a new monument bill was introduced in the

Senate by Hiram L. Grant of Wayne County. This time the bill was to be

an outright appropriation rather than one tied to a questionable and
24

manipulatable tax source.

To the support of this new bill. Populists added over 30 percent

more support than they had given in the original bill. Democrats, most

of whom had abstained from voting on the original bill, gave over 50

Republicans, predictably, were not very muchpercent more support.

affected by the accusations of unpatriotism, and, therefore, only about

5 percent more of the Republicans voted for the new bill. While the new

bill passed its second reading in the Senate with relative ease, 20 to

14, the third and final reading was extremely close: 21 to 19. Thus, by

a narrow two-vote margin, the new bill was sent to the House where the
25

bill was finally enacted into law by a vote of 51 to 44.

The close Senate vote is worth closer analysis. Although the

Populists gave considerable support for the bill, the narrow, two-vote

victory margin suggests that the bill could easily have failed. In fact

some minor political movements had occurred between the second reading
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and the final reading which could have changed the outcome dramatically.

H.W. Norris, the Populist senator representing Wake County, was the only

senator to change his vote—voting "no" in the second reading and "aye"

in the third. His one vote would have caused a tie. Also, before the

final vote was taken, J.B. Parsons, Populist senator from Hyde County,

proposed an amendment to the monument bill, calling for an increase in

the appropriation figure from $10,000 to $25,000. The senator was

trying to defeat the bill with this move, since such a large

appropriation would have been politically difficult for some, if not

Generally, therefore, those legislators whomost, members to support.

supported the monument bill voted against amending it, while those

opposed to the monument bill voted for the amendment. However, Elias

Hurley, a Populist senator from Montgomery County, who consistently

supported the monument bill, was the exception. Apparently fooled by

Parson's tactic. Hurley voted for the amendment. Since the amendment

proposal was, in fact, defeated by only one vote. Hurley's apparently

mistaken support nearly caused it to be passed, a situation which likely
26

would have resulted in the ultimate death of the entire monument bill.

The tone of the Senate debates on the new monument bill reflected

the changed political situation that had been prompted by the public's

criticism of the legislature. The mere fact that the new bill was

introduced by Hiram L. Grant, an old carpetbagger Republican, was a

signal that a major change had occurred. Also, the fact that the bill

called for a direct appropriation rather than a loan from a special tax

fund, made it easier for the legislators to support. The questions of

whether the women would pay back a loan and whether the money rightfully
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belonged to schoolchildren or veteran pensioners were now less
27

applicable.

Nonetheless, the new supporters of the bill had to be careful in

their remarks, making sure neither to alienate fellow Fusionists nor to

give their constituents the impression that their original opposition to

the appropriation had been motivated by lack of patriotism. Senator

Grant explained that the reason he had abstained from voting on the

original monument bill was not that he objected to having a monument

erected to the Confederate dead of North Carolina but that he simply

believed it unlawful for the state to appropriate any part of the

special tax fund. The News and Observer described Grant's delivery:

He spoke with feeling of his enlistment and service in the Federal army.
He said the Federal dead were honored by the government in monouments
and neatly kept cemeteries. He paid tribute to the bravery and
sincerity of the North Carolina troops, and credited them with having
been inspired with equally patriotic motives as those who fought for the
Union. He thought the State owed it to her dead sold^gr sons to
complete the monument now in process of construction.

Likewise, Warren Carver, a Republican senator who had abstained

from voting on the previous bill, said he was now "willing to be taxed

to carry out the provisions of the bill." J.T.B. Hoover, a Populist

senator, stated that he also had opposed a loan but favored the direct

Senator Mewborne said he had led the opposition againstappropriation.

the monument appropriation before, but now he was willing to risk the

consequences and help the noble women of the state by voting for the
29

bill.

position in the debate was led by William Carey DowdThe Democrats

of Mecklenburg County. According to the News and Observer, he "hoped he

would not live to see the day when all was given to promote education
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and nothing for patriotism. He said you may educate people until their

heads burst with knowledge, but if patriotism is not encouraged

likewise, the best interests of the country cannot be guarded as they

Senator W.H. Farthing interrupted Dowd to ask if educationshould be."

did not, in fact, make men better patriots. Dowd replied "Not always.

for some of the most patriotic of our people have not even common school

„30education.

The opponents who spoke in the debates on the monument bill were

all Republicans. A.Y. Sigmon explained that "his sympathies were with

the bill, but he was sent here to cast business votes and not

sympathetic votes." Senators Ogden A. Starbuck, J.B. Fortune, and

Farthing held to their original feelings that they preferred that any

appropriations should go to education and for support of educational and

charitable institutions. Farthing said, according to the News and

Observer, that:

. . . he has as much respect for the Confederate dead as anybody; he had
brothers and other relatives to fall on the Confederate side but he
believed that the greatest debt the State owed was to the living. . . .

He did not know if it would not be better if the money already expended
on the monument could b^j^put into the State Treasury and paid out for
the cause of education.

The legislature's ultimate vote for the monument appropriation would

not erase the mounting criticism being heaped upon it. Democrats,

itching to regain their control, preyed upon the Fusionists'

performance, both before and after the monument bill votes. Fusionists'

apparent support of blacks was viewed as unpatriotic, and Populists and

Republicans found it difficult to live down their original opposition to

the monument bill and their recess in Douglass' honor. Fusionists, or
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at least Populists, recognized that the monument symbolized patriotism

and that racism was a key ingredient of the patriotism of the day.

Thus, they had supported the new monument bill in the hopes that it

would dampen the impression that they were supportive of blacks. In so

doing, they began to realize that fusionism suffered from a major flaw:

the political philosophies of the abolitionist, "Yankee" heritage of the

Republicans could not be reconciled with the philosophies of the
32

southern Confederate, slavery-based heritage of the Populists.

As more and more legislation was passed advantageous to blacks.

Democrats stepped up their attacks on the fusion legislature, and by

1898 Democrats regained control over that body. The monument debates of

the 1895 General Assembly had served to reveal the fact that more

Thus, the 1897 Republican-taxation for public schools was needed.

dominated legislature and the Democrat-dominated legislatures of 1899

and the early 1900s, found themselves obliged to address the issue of

public schools. They gradually made significant strides in increasing

taxation for schools, improving public schooling, and lengthening school

Democratic Governor Charles B. Aycock, serving from 1901 toterms.

1905, would become known as the "education governor," and public

education, as well as higher education, was well on its way to
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noteworthy improvement.

The additionalThe House passed the monument bill on March 7, 1895.

$10,000 appropriation was finally a reality, and the Confederate

Monument was completed. Onlookers witnessed the dangerous action of the

workmen as they secured the tall granite obelisk and then placed the

three von Miller statues atop it and along two of its sides. On May 20,
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1895, the completed monument was unveiled by Miss Julia Jackson,

daughter of "Stonewall" Jackson. The event was one of Raleigh's most

Storekeepers spoke of how they were inundated with morememorable ever.

customers than they could handle, as visitors poured as much as $100,000
34

into the city on that day.

Now that the Confederate Monument was finally erect and fully

visible to those who stood along the Hillsborough Street side of the

square, the monument structure itself took on a special meaning to many

of those who viewed it. Both the monument's composition and its size

defined its more concrete symbolic characteristics.

The monument was composed essentially of stone. Stone was thought

of by many people of that era as eternal and indestructable. Stone was

one of the strongest pieces of natural matter that anyone had ever seen.

Stone was what North Carolina's greatest building, the Capitol, was made

of. Upon stone the Ten Commandments had been etched. Thus, the people

of North Carolina may have felt that, in a sense, the Confederate

Monument could remain for people of every generation to see and to be

reminded of the great sacrifices the Confederate soldiers had made for

their cause. Upon it could be permanently etched the fact that this was

the monument to North Carolina's "Confederate Dead"—thus assuring that

even those men and boys whose bodies were never found or whose identity

was never determined would be forever remembered. And the phrase that

was written upon the base of the Confederate Monument—"First at Bethel,

Last at Appomattox"—could now be a permanent truth that could never be

forgotten or thwarted, unlike the impermanent and questionable

information written in history books made merely of paper.
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Indeed, the monument was not constructed of just any stone but of

Mount Airy, North Carolina, granite. When the legislature had proposed

that the monument be made of North Carolina granite, it doubtless also

had in mind the promotional value of having such a monument to the

Indeed, it had only been a few years before thestate's resources.

monument's erection that, in 1891, the legislature created a Geological

Survey of the State of North Carolina and authorized the governor to

appoint a state geologist. In his first report on the results of the

initial surveying in 1891 and 1892, State Geologist Joseph Austin Holmes

pointed out that "Stone-cutting and quarrying is one of the most

recently developed industries in North Carolina. . . . Except for local

and special demands, no quarries were operated in the State until within

the last five or six years." His report revealed, among other things.

that the granite being quarried in the area of Mount Airy lacked

"injurious ingredients," "splits equally well with or across the grain,"

has only minor variations in thickness, exhibits no loss from sap, and

contains very little discolored stone. It was Holmes who, two years

later in 1894, recommended to the Monumental Association that their

Confederate Monument be constructed of Mount Airy granite. The Mount

Airy quarry had been in operation only since 1890; yet it would one day
35

become the largest open-face granite quarry in the world.

The size of the Confederate Monument was awesome in an era when

there were no such things as skyscrapers in North Carolina. Indeed, the

monument almost overshadowed the Capitol building. It was one of the

tallest structures in North Carolina, and it seemed as though it reached

Said one woman of the monument, "We view the loftyto the heavens.
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shaft of a monument pure and white as drifted snow, on the highest

pinnacle of which stands the embodiment of every Christian virtue, every

,.36manly impulse, every noble instinct—a Confederate Soldier.

There were, however, those who did not appreciate the great

Some felt that it was in fact too visible.visibility of the monument.

Its position on the west side of the Capitol Square bisected the view of

the Capitol from the Hillsborough Street vantage. While such a

sacrifice may have served even more to illustrate how important the

monument was to its originators, to others it was more of an eyesore.

37
serving only to detract from the impressiveness of the Capitol.

The voices of discontent, however, were of little significance

until the Great Depression struck North Carolina in 1929. Suddenly,

North Carolinians needed jobs desparately. The Civil Works Authority of

the Federal Emergency Relief Administration was one of the agencies set

up by the Roosevelt administration to deal with the problem. By 1934,

the CWA had become a major civil works coordinator in North Carolina.

Under such circumstance, creating a project to remove the Confederate

Monument to another square was a great temptation, and, were it not for

the strong opposition of the state's Confederate commemorative groups.

the monument might well have been relocated.

By mid-January 1934, a program for the improvement of Nash Square

had been approved for CWA work. As part of the Nash Square improvement

program, the Raleigh Board of Commissioners sought the permission of the

Board of Public Buildings and Grounds to widen McDowell street by taking

ten feet off the east side of Nash Square, between Hargett and Martin

Nash Square was to receive a new sidewalk and improved streetstreets.
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paving and guttering, "all without expense to the city or state."

At the same time that this request was sent to the board, a

national curtailment order was issued by the CWA restricting further

On January 26, 1934, the CWA, however, approved projectsemployment.

for 10,000 North Carolinians who had received placement cards before the

curtailment order but had not yet been put to work. It was probably on

this same day that the recommendation was made to remove the Confederate

Monument from the Capitol Square and thereby give to Nash Square its

first monument. Among these projects were several for Wake County. The

CWA announced approval of three Raleigh projects which would provide

work for 150 men with a payroll of $30,769.25 at a total cost of

$46,751.54. These projects included "construction of a concrete steam

tunnel across the capitol grounds from the central heating plant to the

Capitol building, the Revenue building and the Supreme Court building"

and "reconditioning" the floors of the Capitol building and State

38
Department building.

In the meantime, the battle over the Confederate Monument raged.

An editorial in the News and Observer of January 27 supported the

removal proposal, stating that the Confederate Monument was blocking the

loveliest thing on the Capitol Square, the Capitol building, and that

The next-day's letters to the editorNash Square could use a monument.
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expressed both support and disapproval of the movement.

The decision was up to the Board of Public Buildings and Grounds,

composed essentially of the governor and the secretary of state.

Confederate commemorative groups were especially vocal in their

opposition. Mrs. Alfred Williams, president of the Johnston-Pettigrew
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chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy, reminded the board

that "There are 10,000 Daughters in North Carolina and they all vote."

Mrs. Williams was the first president of the local UDC since its merger

with the Daughters of the Ladies Memorial Association. In fact, many of

the UDC members were daughters of the founders of the original

Confederate Monument movement. The UDC chapter formed a committee to

call on the governor to whom it presented a "Statement and Appeal to the

Public." The "Statement" said that "There are some things that should

be sacred even to the most ruthless" and that the location of the

monument had been chosen after careful consideration of its historical

significance. It further stated:

The Monument was built by the State of North Carolina and the Southern
Memorial Associations all over the entire State. .

Associations were composed of mothers, widows and wives of the North
Carolina soldiers of the Confederacy.

This was their State as much as ours, they did more for it during
those long dark days of the Sixties, and the dreadful reconstruction
times, then we will ever do. To tear down their labor of love and
sacrifice which was the work of many long years will be an insul^^to
their memory, and breaking faith with the dead—we cannot do it.

These

Early in February the board made its decision: the monument was

On February 5, the board gave permission to the citynot to be moved.

for the improvement of Nash Square, but without the Confederate
41

Monument.

In the 1960s, the Confederate Monument was once again in the middle

With the agitation for civil rights and the strain ofof controversy.

extensive race riots, there was concern that the monument might be

damaged by those who interpreted the monument as a symbol of Southern

racism. While no damage was done to the monument, perceptions of the

monument's symbolism had again provided a significant spark of
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controversy.

The Confederate Monument has been much more than stone. It has

been a symbol—especially a symbol of Southern patriotism. The meaning

of patriotism has constantly changed with the times and the attitudes of

To some, patriotism has been respect for state's rights,the citizens.

to others it has been racism, to others it has been a combination of

both, and to still others it has been pride in one's country and in that

country's ability to accommodate all of its citizens.



CHAPTER III

THE ZEBULON BAIRD VANCE STATUE:

A TOO-REAL CIVIL WAR GOVERNOR

What does a state do when its greatest statesman dies? In 1894,

North Carolina's famous Civil War governor, Zebulon Baird Vance, died.

In order to memorialize him, it was logical that some sort of monument

should be put up, and since the Confederate Monument cornerstone laying

ceremony was only a month away, the idea to place a Vance monument in

the state's Capitol Square was easy to conceive. Indeed, the argument

posed by one legislator during the debates on the Confederate Monument

proved itself true: "When this shaft points toward the skies, coming

legislators will be encouraged to erect other monuments to dead heroes."

However, the decision to put up a monument to Vance actually came nearly

a year before the legislative debates of 1895. Merely the $10,000 which

the 1893 legislature had given to the Ladies Monumental Association was

1
enough to inspire the idea.

Thus, on April 24, 1894, Raleigh's mayor called a meeting in which

Governor Elias Carr was selected to serve as the chairman of a Vance

Monumental Association. The purpose of the association was to establish

a memorial to Vance on Capitol Square. Governor Carr appointed a

committee of five men, and the first question which the committee faced

It didwas whether to erect a monument or a statue to Vance's memory.

. . 2
not take long for the decision for a statue to be made.

Surprisingly, about the only protest to the idea of a statue to

Vance in the square came from Mrs. Vance. Concerned that if a statue
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put up here it would mean that there would not be a statue of himwere

in the Nation's capital at Washington, Mrs. Vance informed committee

member Richard H. Battle that she did not approve of the idea. However,

Battle assured her that such a statue would not preclude having another

one in Washington and that he himself would make every effort to

3
advocate erecting a memorial to Vance there also.

Obtaining the money for such a statue was at first assumed to be

possible through public subscription alone, considering the many people

of the state who held such high regard for Vance. Battle commented that

if a statue of Vance were placed in any other site than Raleigh, the

public would not support it. By 1899, however, only $2,000 had been

collected, and it was felt that if the statue were to be put up any time
4

the state would also have to put up some money.soon,

As the last legislative session of the nineteenth century wound

down, Richard H. Speight introduced a Vance statue bill in the Senate.

The bill passed unanimously; a memorial to Vance was something which

every politician could support. Indeed, the bill originally called for

a $3,000 appropriation but the enthusiasm of the senators raised it to

A legislative Vance monument committee was established to work$5,000.

with an advisory committee composed of the president and treasurer of

the memorial association. By this time, Richard Battle was the

president, and Governor Carr's chairmanship had either been dissolved or

become merely an honorary title.^
With $7,000 now in the association's treasury, serious thought

could be given to the statue, and by July 6, 1899, a decision was

reached as to its sculptor. In all, twelve sculptors entered the
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competition. Each sculptor submitted his sketches and models for the

Even Mrs. Vance had given encouragement to a sculptor toVance statue.

enter the competition. The committee agreed that all of the submissions

showed good likeness to Vance but the final choice came down to two men;

U.S.J. Dunbar and Henry J. Ellicott. Mainly due to Dunbar's lack of

previous experience in statue sculpting, Ellicott, who was chief modeler

of the United States modeling shops at Washington and who had done

several military sculptures, was awarded the contract.^ Years later.

Dunbar claimed that Ellicott's award was made with the stipulation that

the sculpture must be as good as Dunbar's sketch. Whether this means

that Ellicott changed his sculpture in any way in order to look more

like Dunbar's is uncertain. What is clear is that likeness was a major

concern of the committee. The association had decided that the figure

must be of Vance in an addressing pose. Furthermore, items such as

photographs of Vance, Vance's suit, and a facial cast made of Vance

shortly before he died were all thrown into the arsenal of accuracy;

clearly, artistic liberties could not be taken.^
Under such restrictions, what then did Ellicott produce? The

statue was eight-and-one-half feet tall showing Vance in a debating pose

8
His stomach was quite pronounced.and clutching his spectacles.

It was on this point.reflective of his appearance in his later years.

the emphasis upon the stomach, that the statue aroused much criticism.

When sculptor F.W. Ruckstuhl had completed the Charles D. Mclver

statue for the Capitol Square in 1912, he commented harshly on the

statue of Vance, stating that it was "bad," perhaps owing to "its awful

paunch." He explained that "Ellicott was a man of some talent, but
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drink obscured his intellect and he did not know enough to hide this

diseased stomach, or trim it away." Ruckstuhl added that Ellicott

committed "criminal realism," and because of this crime, what "has

passed down to posterity" is "not Vance's intellectual vigor and

grandeur of character, but Vance's stomach, . . At this time

Ruckstuhl received some criticism of his own for his Mclver statue, and

defensiveness may account for some of his remarks. But if "criminal

realism" was committed, then certainly the Monumental Association was an

accomplice.^
On August 22, 1900, the Vance statue was unveiled, taking its place

upon an eleven-and-a-half foot pedestal and mound situated halfway

between the east front of the Capitol and the head of New Bern Avenue.

For the ceremony, which thousands of persons attended, a parade wound

down Fayettville Street, much as one had done four years before on the

occasion of the Confederate Monument unveiling ceremony and as ones

would do for most Capitol Square unveiling ceremonies in the future.

Likewise, an oration was delivered by Richard Battle, who was chosen for

the honor by his fellow committee members because of his close

After his address, the unveiling took placeassociation with Vance.

with Vance's only grandchildren. Misses Harriet Espy Vance and Ruth
10

Vance, pulling the cords.

Upon its tremendous pedestal, the Vance statue stood a total of

twenty feet high, appropriate for memorializing such a hero. But with

the passage of time, the desire to keep Vance so lofty upon a pedestal

R.D.W. Connor, first archivistwaned, both literally and figuratively.

of the United States and first secretary of the North Carolina
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Historical Commission, commented in 1948 that for some time he felt that

"One who wishes to see the features of histhe monument was too high:

countenance" must position himself so far back that he can not make out

the details, and if he moves up to see the latter, "he must stand so

close that nothing is visible except the Senator's belly. (11)

As early as 1913, Ruckstuhl had written to an agreeing Connor that

the Vance statue should be lowered at least a foot. In 1921, the Durham

Sun labeled the Vance a "monstrosity," and the Raleigh Times reprinted

In 1922, while plans were being made for erecting thethe comment.

statue of Governor Charles B. Aycock, the Aycock monument committee not

only strongly considered the feasibility of removing the "very mediocre"

Vance, but even contemplated purchasing a copy of Gutzon Borglum's

statue of Vance—which was in the Nation's Capitol Statuary Hall—and
12

placing it opposite the Aycock, which was also created by Borglum.

But as high as Vance was placed, and as much criticism of the

statue as was made, it would take virtually two generations before Vance

It would take the proposed erection ofcould be taken off his pedestal.

a monument memorializing persons who were felt to be more important to

North Carolina than Vance before such a move could occur. Indeed, one

might say that it took three United States presidents to take Vance off

his pedestal: Andrew Jackson, James Knox Polk, and Andrew Johnson.

In 1943, the General Assembly established a commission to consider

the problem of memorializing the three North Carolina-born presidents.

By 1944, it was assumed that the three-presidents monument would take

the form of a statue and would be situated in the Capitol Square

directly opposite the Governor Charles B. Aycock statue. But in 1947,
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when the General Assembly was finally able to give the commission an

appropriation, Jo Davidson, a sculptor seeking to receive the commission

to do the three-presidents monument, came to Raleigh and, after

examining the square, recommended that the monument should either be

placed where the George Washington statue then stood or where the Vance

If the latter course were taken, then the Vance would be movedstood.

13
opposite the Aycock. The debate was on.

An early reaction among the commission members came from Gerald W.

Johnson who asked, ". . . will not the older generation have a fit if

..14
anyone proposes to lower Zeb Vance a hairsbreadth? Indeed, if the

Vance statue were moved, it was the intention to prepare a new pedestal

for it: one which would match the Aycock's and which would thus place
15

the Vance considerably lower. Thus, not only would the Vance be moved

from a position directly in the front of the Capitol, but it would be

When D. Hiden Ramsey, another commission member, was asked bylowered.

the commission to give what he perceived to be the opinion of Buncombe

County, one of Vance's residences, Ramsey replied that he did not

believe that there would be any local reaction but that one could never

know when emotions are touched. He added, however, that it seemed to

him that, in fact, more people would probably see the statue in the new

16
location.

Generally, the commission found that people favored the Vance move.

The alternative, to move the Washington statue, was dismissed by the

commission mainly because of the feeling that such a move would

encounter strong opposition since the statue had been there for nearly a

17
century.
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Soon thereafter the commission approved the move, as did the

state's Memorials Commission and, some time later, the Board of Public

Buildings and Grounds. The monument commission, however, was aware of

the potential for criticism. It therefore advised the Governor,

R. Gregg Cherry, that the action of his Board of Public Buildings and

Grounds should be based on the commission's request, thereby keeping the

governor from any possible criticism on the matter. Additionally, early

in 1948 the commission established an advisory committee of artists for

the explicit purpose of examining the aesthetic implications of the

The advisory committee not only gave itsproposed Vance statue move.

approval but also reported that even if the monument to the three

presidents were not going to be put in Vance's place, the Vance statue

18
should still be moved.

After the bureaucratic and aesthetic obstacles had been hurdled.

the monument commission had to oversee the removal of the Vance statue

as well as the construction of a new pedestal which would match that of

Also, in order to match the Aycock statue, two plaques inthe Aycock.

bas relief had to be constructed showing appropriate scenes in Vance's

life, and quotations would have to be placed on the pedestal since the

original Vance work had none. For the latter task the commission set up

a special committee. Headed by commission member Clarence Poe, and with

the aid of Frontis Johnston, a biographer of Vance, the committee

obtained numerous quotations from which the commission at large could

Regarding the plaques, the commissionselect the four most appropriate.

generally followed Poe's advice that "since we have so many Civil War

memorials on Capitol Square ... it would be best not to use a Civil
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War subject for one of the two Vance panels." Thus, appropriate scenes

19
and quotations for the new pedestal were chosen.

However, the construction of the pedestal quickly ran into a

financial snag. As early as May 1947, the cotnmission assumed that the

money remaining from the original three-presidents monument

appropriation, after the sculptor's fee was paid, would cover the cost

of building the pedestal as well as moving it. This remainder, however.

only came to $7,500, and it was clear that the cost would be over

Not until May of the following year was the economic problem$10,000.

solved, when Governor Cherry obtained from the state's Contingency and

Emergency Fund a $12,245 grant for the commission. This, together with

what remained of the original three-presidents monument appropriation.

left the commission with over $19,000. The State Division of Purchase

and Contract proceeded with bids on the pedestal construction project.

and Scoggins Memorial Art Shop of Charlotte submitted the lowest bid and

20
was awarded the contract.

The total cost for the removal of the Vance statue, construction of

Thisa new pedestal, and various incidentals came to over $15,000.

figure was over twice the amount that the statue had cost nearly a half

There was very little reaction against moving thea century before.

statue but at least one person, who may have been representative of a

significant number of people, was irritated with the cost of building

Among the governor's papers, is a letter from athe new pedestal.

Upon reading that the Scoggins company was beingtaxpayer in Charlotte.

paid over $12,000 to build the pedestal, the taxpayer asked the governor

"why such an amount should be spent so uselessly." In his reply, the
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governor, applying the advice which he had received earlier about acting

on the commission's request, stated that the commission, not he, had

determined that the monument should be moved. Furthermore, he stated

that it was the result of legislative action and not an executive order.

In actuality, however, no legislature had ever made appropriations for

moving any statue, only for constructing a memorial to the three

presidents, and it was through the governor's action that the moneys

from the Contingency and Emergency Fund had been made available to the

commission. In any case, since the legislature had appropriated $75,000

for the three-presidents memorial, the costs for moving the Vance statue

21
and constructing the new pedestal were relatively small.

The statue was removed from its pedestal sometime between September

and the day of the three-presidents monument unveiling ceremony in

At some point during that time, or shortly thereafter,October, 1948.

the statue was taken to a warehouse, presumably in Raleigh, and the

original pedestal was destroyed. When the day of the unveiling of the

three-presidents monument arrived, no mention of the Vance statue was

made, for indeed the statue and pedestal were not in sight at the

By March 31, 1949, the new pedestal was inCapitol Square that day.

place on the square, and the statue was returned by mid-June. It would

appear that no special unveiling, or, more accurately, re-unveiling, of

the Vance statue ever occured. Nevertheless, once more Zeb Vance stood

in Capitol Square, albeit a bit lower and farther removed from his
22

majestic position directly in front of the Capitol.



CHAPTER IV

ENSIGN WORTH BAGLEY: THE HERO OF THE SOUTH—AND THE NORTH

On May 11, 1898, Raleigh native Ensign Worth Bagley became the

first naval officer killed in the Spanish-American War. The

U.S.S. Winslow, on which Bagley served as executive officer, was fired

upon by a shore battery and a Spanish gunboat while inspecting the

wharves in Cardenas Bay, Cuba. Within hours of the report of Bagley's

death. Confederate veteran N.W. West wrote to the editor of the Raleigh

Morning Post recommending that a monument fund be established to

memorialize this hero. All America had found a hero, and its donations

to the fund would result in the erection of a statue to Bagley on the

1
Capitol Square.

North Carolinians saw in Bagley their own hero, and comparisons

were easily made with North Carolinian Henry Lawson Wyatt, the first

Confederate soldier killed during the Civil War. When the idea was

first expounded to establish a monument to Bagley, the similarity in the

deeds of the two men was noted. Indeed, West was a Confederate veteran

himself, as well as a former member of the Confederate Monument's North

Carolina Monumental Association, and Bagley's death had occurred only

one day after North Carolina's Memorial Day. As one Confederate

veterans avowed, "The spirit of Worth Bagley has gone to join that of

North Carolina's claim to being "the First at Bethel," asHenry Wyatt."

its Confederate Monument said, was now complemented with its claim to

being the first at Cardenas Bay in the war for the "liberation of

Cuba."^
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North Carolina, however, was not the only state to note Bagley's

The entire South honored him andsacrifice and to revere him as a hero.

saw the special parallel between his sacrifice and the Confederate dead.

In Fredericksburg, Virginia, the Ladies Memorial Association placed a

floral anchor beneath their Confederate Monument, and in Portsmouth,

Virginia, on Confederate Memorial Day, a special flag was unfurled on

their soldiers' and sailors' lot. Confederate Veterans camps from many

states expressed their special emotions. Said one group, "This camp

see[s] by the moonlight at Manila and in the glittering harbor in
3

heroes worthy of Manassas and Cold Harbor and Gettysburg."Cardenas,

The Atlanta Constitution noted:

North Carolina must feel some measure of patriotic pride in being the
first State in the entire Union to suffer bereavement for the stars and
stripes. But the whole South shares with North Carolina in the tearful
honors of this initial sacrifice. Ensign Bagley illustrated in ardent
temperament the fire and spirit of the ideal Dixie youth. His father
was one of the bravest soldiers who ever donned the Confederate uniform,
and for generations back his ancestors were natives of the South.

But in this same article, there was revealed another point which the

South found in Bagley's death:

There is more than ordinary significance in the fact that the first drop
of American blood shed in the present war with Spain should have come
from the veins of one of North Carolina's gallant sons; and if the
anguish of private grief for one so gifted with the hero's spirit admits
of any consolation, surely it is found in the gratifying fact that the
blood of this young martyr freely spilled upon his country's altar,
seals effectually the covenant of brotherhood between the North and the
South. . . . More than any other influence which has operated to
restore fraternity between the sections since the ^ate war is the
martyrdom of North Carolina's brave young officer.

Significantly, this was how the entire country felt about this

At a period in America's history when the Nation's sense oftragedy.

pride and superiority were at their peak, all of the states. North and
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South, found in Bagley a new hero in which the unity of the republic,

and thus its strength and solidity, was symbolized. As the Washington

Times put it, "The South is proud that Ensign Bagley was a North

Carolina man; the North is proud that he was an American." If the South

saw Bagley as its Wyatt, then the North saw Bagley as its Elmer E.

Ellsworth, the colonel who was the first Union soldier killed in the

Civil War. The Cincinatti Christian Advocate noted that both Ellsworth

and Bagley had "died beneath the same flag, and for the sacred cause of

liberty." Bagley was the "son of the Union, and he died, as Ellsworth

The New York Timesdied, for stars and stripes and the Fatherland."

noted, "Ensign Bagley will be mourned as the first American victim of

the war, but for that very reason he is sure of lasting remembrance.

There is no American who does not remember the first victim of the Civil

War on the side of the Union. Bagley will be remembered as long as

And the Denver Times pointed out that, thoughEllsworth is remembered."

Ellsworth "was the idol of the North, . . . Bagley is the idol of the

whole nation," and therefore Bagley's name "will live in the memory of

Americans . . . long after the pyramids of Egypt shall have sunk to the

„6level of the Nile. .

Indeed Bagley, a southerner, had died for "all America," and this

was seen as the indication that the North and South were reunified.

Said the Hartford Courant, "All of us are proud of Worth Bagley, and his

fame belongs to us all . . . This is now—God be thanked for it!—A

re-united country." And the Columbus Journal expressed its pleasure

that "he was called to the last muster under the flag that his father

fought against in the late war. The sad event marked the complete
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reconciliation of the two sections." And the Denver Times:

His blood was the final cement of a re-united nation, and will be
an immortal landmark in history. As the first shot at Sumter rent the
nation asunder,ythe long healing process was forever completed the
moment he fell.

And the New York Journal stated that Bagley's death symbolized the

obliteration of "sectionalism and partisanship in setting up the one

„8standard of valor.

With both sides agreeing that Bagley was a hero, it was natural

that a statue would be intended for his memory in this age when almost

everyone worshipped heroes and literally idolized them in the form of

Even black Americans saw in Bagley, if not astatues and monuments.

hero, then at least a symbol of better times to come. Booker T.

Washington advised, "I feel it to be the duty of Negro citizens as well

as white citizens to contribute to erect a monument to the memory of

9
Ensign Worth Bagley." Washington saw the Spanish-American War as a

valuable lesson:

At the present moment God is teaching the Spanish nation a terrible
lesson. What is that lesson? Simply this: That no nation can disregard
the interests of any part of its members with that nation growing weak
and corrupt. . . . From this spectacle which is now before the world,
let America learn a lesson—the most costl^^product that any State can
grow is ignorance, poverty and crime . . .

And the war had another message. Said Washington:

When you have gotten the full story of the heroic conduct of the Negro
in the Spanish-American War, have heard it from the lips of Northern
soldier and Southern soldier, from ex-abolitionists and ex-masters, then
decide within yourselves whether a race that is thus willing to die for
its county should not be given the highest opportunity to live for its
country.

If ex-abolitionist and ex-masters were fighting together for America,

then perhaps the blacks' sufferings would soon be resolved too. Thus,
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for blacks, supporting the Bagley monument project was a way of

supporting a symbol of that reunification of the nation.

One newspaper stated that both the North and the South "should

hasten to do him [Bagley] honor in the only way that remains." The

monument project was indeed one way that the whole nation could express

its adoration for Bagley and the unity and strength that his sacrifice

represented in the form of a man-made monument.' True, there was to be a

torpedo boat constructed to be called Worth Bagley, and the name of the

Guantanamo Bay coaling station was to be changed to "Bagley"; but only

in the monument fund-raising project could individual Americans have the
12

opportunity to give their money and thus be a part of the project.

When West proposed the monument project, he originally contemplated

donating $100 himself but concluded that it should be a monument erected

by all Americans and thus suggested that the fund raising be by popular

subscription in which no donation over one dollar would be accepted. He

further suggested that the local newspaper to which he was writing, the

Raleigh Morning Post, run daily notices of how much money was collected.
13

By May 13, 1898, there were already a number of subscribers.

Virtually the same day that West had made his suggestions, the

mayor of Raleigh appointed a Bagley memorial committee consisting of

West, W.S. Primrose, R.T. Gray, and Fred A. Olds. This committee's

immediate purpose was to organize the Bagley memorial services, and on

the next day, the committee recommended that the funeral be held in

Raleigh on the Capitol Square. The Bagley Monument Association was

established at a later date and consisted of the mayor, who served as

chairman; Primrose, secretary; D.E. Everitt, treasurer (also Morning
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Post treasurer); West; T.S. Kenan; and Morning Post editor R.M. Furman.

By January, 1899, the state legislature voted unanimously "to authorize

the Bagley Monument Association to erect a monument to ensign Worth

nlABagley on capitol square.

West had not written initially to the News and Observer when he

made the suggestions to have the monument fund, and its editor, Josephus

Daniels, did not serve on the monument committee. While the Morning

Post was an active rival of the News and Observer, the main reason for

Daniel's lack of formal involvement in the project was probably because

Bagley was Daniels's brother-in-law, and it may have seemed improper and

impractical for him to sponsor the monument fund drive. Nevertheless,

Daniels gave a great deal of publicity to the martyrdom of Bagley and to

Also, shortly after Bagley's death, Daniels wrotethe monument project.

a booklet. The First Fallen Hero, a biography of Bagley in which the

monument project was discussed. Ironically, the Morning Post ceased

publication before the monument was unveiled in 1907, owing probably to

15
the death of its editor, Furman.

As an article in the Hartford Courant expressed, "all the states

should be represented in the Monument Fund," and indeed such became the

North Carolina merchant A. Morris suggested in the May 16, 1898,case.

issue of the Raleigh News and Observer that subscription blanks should

be sent to all retail merchants in the state and, in turn, that they

should then forward them to the jobbers, manufacturers, and wholesale

dealers in the United States. For nearly a month, the News and Observer

ran daily notices on the progress of the fund-raising project, and

comments from newspapers around the state and country were quoted. By
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May 18, 1898, over $500 had been collected, and by the 24th, $931.65 was

By the day of the unveiling, more than 11,000 subscribers hadreported.

donated from Maine to California—assumedly, no more than one dollar

each, although there was at least one newspaper that reported its
16

willingness to accept any amount per person.

On July 10, 1898, a Lincoln County, North Carolina, army officer.

William Shipp, was killed in action at San Juan. An effort to establish

a monument to him was also begun, and the idea was put forth tha't a

statue of Shipp on the Capitol Square along with the Bagley statue would

be appropriate, thus "representing North Carolina's supreme sacrifice in

the Navy and ... in the Army." Shipp's relatives, however, wished to

bury him in his hometown, and a monument was later erected in
17

Charlotte.

It was probably around 1903, or later, that German-born Francis

Herman Packer was chosen to sculpt the Bagley statue. A student of

sculptors Philip Martiny and Augustus Saint-Gaudens, the Bagley was his

first statue commission. He had only photographs and the recollections

of Bagley's family to make the statue, no death masks or other face

Packer apparently contemplated having the completed statue, or amasks.

copy of it, sent to the Jamestown Exposition which was to open April,

1907, at the southern side of Hampton Roads, Virginia, in present-day

Norfolk. However, by March 22, 1907, when the clay model of the statue

was nearing completion, he decided not to give it to the Exposition

people as their terms were "anything but encouraging." The Jamestown

Exposition would "pay for packing and transportation, . . . furnish

labor to the statue in place, . . . reimburse you for travel in
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connection with the mounting and . . . $400 pr. day for subsistence

while you are so engaged. . . . and pay the same expenses in returning

the statue." Packer felt that "At the rate offered ... I would be

loosing [sic] heavily, [and] as to the help, or free assistance, [it]

does me no good [because] I should expect that anyway, and as to the

advertisement ... I would receive, it is question[able] whether a

regular Sculptors Society Exposition would not be as well for my

„18interests.

On May 20, 1907, the Bagley statue was unveiled by Josephus

Daniels son. Worth Bagley Daniels, and key remarks were made by

Spanish-American War naval heroes Congressman Richmond Pearson Hobson

and Colonel John Wilkes. Ready for battle. Ensign Bagley now "stood,"

almost solitarily, in the southeastern section of the square. Sharing

space with only the Confederate Monument hovering over his right

shoulder, George Washington posing majestically to his left, and

Governor Vance towering over passersby on the opposite side of the

Capitol, Bagley would soon be joined by several other statues. North

19
Carolina's greatest monument building era was about to begin.



CHAPTER V

CHARLES D. McIVER STATUE AND THE MIND OF A SCULPTOR

For Charles Duncan Mclver 1906 had thus far been a typical year

filled with speaking engagements throughout the South in promotion of

On September 17, 1906, he joined William Jenningspublic education.

Bryan's United States educational whistle-stop campaign through North

Carolina. As the train was leaving Durham, Mclver suffered a sudden

stroke of "apoplexy" and died,

became a funeral procession.^
The remainder of the ride to Greensboro

Perhaps as much as any other individual, Mclver had helped to

convince North Carolinians of the value and necessity of public schools.

Having conducted teachers' institutes in every county from 1889 to 1891,

he became the first president of the State Normal and .Industrial School

for white girls (now U.N.C.) at Greensboro in 1891. In 1902, he served

as a member of the Central Campaign Committee for the Promotion of

Public Education in North Carolina which launched "the most remarkable

educational campaign in the history of North Carolina." Mclver

possessed the requisite attributes to legitimize the erection of his
2

monument on the Capitol Square.

Thus, shortly after his death, a monument committee was formed.

composed of chairman James Y. Joyner, who was the State Superintendent

of Public Instruction, Francis Preston Venable, Col. William H. Osborn

of Greensboro, Mrs. Lindsay Patterson of Winston-Salem, and Josephus

Daniels. By August, 1910, Joyner and Mrs. Mclver were in correspondence

with Frederic Wellington Ruckstuhl, who was chosen to sculpt the statue.
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Ruckstuhl was an accomplished sculptor as well as an organizer and first

secretary (1893) of the National Sculpture Society. On March 7, 1911,

the state legislature granted the committee permission to place the

3
statue on the Capitol Square.

The committee was unable to agree on what Mclver looked like. It

gave to Ruckstuhl several photographs, and the death mask of Mclver. A

painting at the Normal School was based on one of the photographs. The

painting was probably the best known image of Mclver and was accepted by

many people as being the most truthful representation, the one that

showed him as he "really" looked. Ruckstuhl later speculated that many

people would probably have prefered the statue to have reproduced "every

wrinkle of that creation because: 'he must have looked like

4
forgetting that all photos distort."

Sensing that the committee may have been desirous of pleasing this

that—because the photo says so!

"hoi-poloi in its love for crass reality," the sculptor requested that

Mrs. Mclver "designate one certain photo, and order me to copy that, no

matter how stupid it might be." However, Mrs. Mclver felt that none of

In her opinion, "while allthe photos of her husband was correct.

contained a hint of the truth, . . . none did him justice."

Ruckstuhl made "a synthesis of them all."^
Thus,

TheRuckstuhl devoted nearly two years of work on the statue.

total cost was $7,000, nearly half of which was collected from school

Apparently, the remainderchildren late in 1911 on North Carolina Day.

was paid by the North Carolina Historical Commission. Shortly before

its unveiling, he told the public that he had "tried hard to send Mclver

down to posterity in ... a way to give him the most honor." "For,"
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said Ruckstuhl, "the more I read and knew of him the more he appealed to

me as a friend and lofty soul."^
On May 15, 1912, the statue was unveiled by Mclver's daughter.

Lula Martin Mclver; and ceremonial addresses were delivered by

Julian I. Foust, president of the Normal School, and Dr. C. Alphonso

Smith, professor of English at the University of Virginia. The statue

stood near the southern border of the square facing Fayettville Street

and was surrounded by three small trees.^
The statue and its surroundings, according to Ruckstuhl, were

designed with "lines of grace that will be pleasing as the years roll

along, to people who pass it daily." Thus, the trees surrounding the

Mclver statue made "a pleasant sort of a classic, academic effect, since

the trees form a sort of Temple over the statue." Although Ruckstuhl

maintained that the trees interfered with the "likeness and

impressiveness of the statue," he preferred keeping them because "the

effect of the whole is charming" as well as "beautiful, restful and

-.8intimate.

The pedestal was "low enough not to crush the importance of the

statue" and enabled people "to get as close to Mclver as possible."

Also, the statue was close to the border of the square, so that

9
passersby could "stop and commune with Mclver."

The statue portrayed Mclver as "a powerful, handsome, benevolent

man, a serious orator, bent on stirring up his people to the value of

knowledge and of education; yet gifted with the saving grace of humor

that made him what he was—a friend of his State—broad, strong and

simple, yet loving and so loveable that his people did not rest until
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.,10
they had him in bronze in their capital city.

The head portion of the statue, to Ruckstuhl the most important

part, was not based on any one particular photograph of Mclver as he

felt that none gave a truthful facial characterization. Since Ruckstuhl

did have the death mask of Mclver, his forehead, cheekbones, nose, and a

few other features which death could not quickly distort were "a true

This, however, was the extent of Ruckstuhl's copying of thecopy."

. . I made him as handsome as the facts of all the photographshead:

and the death mask allowed me to make him." For example, the small wart

on Mclver's right cheek was intentionally not shown. Ruckstuhl "made

the whole face and head radiate as much kindness and benevolence as

..11possible," and he put "a certain expression of humor about the mouth.

The body was sculpted to make Mclver look about six feet tall and

"reasonably elegant." It too was not totally illustrated by the

photographs. Ruckstuhl had observed:

. . . some of the photos of Mclver show him in a sack coat and made
him look 6 ft. tall, and others show him in a frock and made him look
stocky. The stocky frock coat photograph was used to make the painting
in the Normal School at Greensboro, and, so, accustomed people to think
he was stocl^y—when, in reality, he was not—as his sack coat photos
show. . . .

The coat, vest, and pantaloons of the Mclver were kept fairly simple, as

Ruckstuhl wanted to suppress all the details that attracted the eye too

Indeed, each element of themuch and held it from going to the head.

statue was sculpted so that it would not distract the observer's eye

13
from the head.

Ruckstuhl gave Mclver "a strong body, with a broad chest and a

sturdy neck, and planted him squarely on his well-knit legs, . .
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extended one foot forward and . . . put his clenched fist on his right

hip" as if he were speaking to an audience, all to express the fact that
14

Mclver was a man of energy.

To show that Mclver's life work had to do with "knowledge and the

inculcation of it," Mclver was portrayed "nervously clutching a book to

his side, with his finger inside, as if he had just read to the audience

Ruckstuhl had originallysome phrase, or quoted some telling facts."

intended to place in back of the figure of Mclver a stump, with an

overcoat and hat carelessly dropped over it "to suggest his having

stumped the state in his efforts to arouse his people to see the immense

However, he decided that such accessories would bevalue of knowledge."

"incompatible with the simplicity of the man, and would attract the mind

,.15too much away from his fine head.

Yet, the head, figure, and even the pedestal of the Mclver statue

Many people felt that it was not a goodwould soon come under attack.

facial likeness of Mclver. Others complained that the body did not look

like that of Mclver. Still others criticized the pedestal for its

„16"utter lack of attractiveness.

Shortly before the unveiling, Ruckstuhl had written a detailed

article for the Raleigh News and Observer, in which he explained the

Perhaps in anticipation of the criticism, hemeaning of his statue.

stated:

. . . five years from now—when time shall have changed the color of the
statue to a grey-green-black—as it surely will—the likeness will come
out more distinct and strong than it is now on account of the false
highlights and false shadows produced by the newness a^^ brilliant sheen
on the new bronze, as happens with all bronze statues.
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Ruckstuhl, who in 1915 would become editor of the Art World

Magazine, established to fight "degenerate 'modernistic' art," also made

a point of discussing his sculptural philosophy which he defined as "the

middle course" between two "absurd extremes":

one aiming to make as mechanical or photographic a likeness as is
possible of the sitter, with little or no attention paid to the
expression of the character of the subject portrayed; and . . . the
other . . . which aims principally to express as much as possible of the
character of the subject, with an utter indiffere^ge to a portrayal of
the physical features or the likeness of the man.

The article, however, was apparently not enough to prevent the

criticism. Around the time that the article was published, the News and

Observer also printed what Ruckstuhl later referred to as "that horrible

side-view cut of the statue, caricaturizing it to a degree that made me

sick at heart!" Said Ruckstuhl, "Why this was published, and twice, is

Indeed, from the beginning, Ruckstuhl was mystifiedto me a mystery."

and hurt by the discontentment with the statue. "It is," Ruckstuhl

said, "the first time in my life that a community was not, universally

..19delighted with my work—and it hurts.

About two weeks after the unveiling, Ruckstuhl wrote to Robert

Digges Wimberly Connor, secretary of the North Carolina Historical

Commission, maintaining that his statue was not at fault and that if

there was any fault it lay in the treatment of the surrounding area:

. . . I object to my statue being criticised from the standpoint of
a likeness—£o long as the two trees remain in front of the
statue. . . . The statue was not made to stand under a lot of
trees—obscuring the sun and throwing all sorts of shadows on the face
and body, which tremble on the face as the wind shakes the branches of
the trees, and so, completely distorting any likeness that may be on the
statue, and also killing the impressiveness of the statue. The way to
enhance the impressiveness of anything is to isolate it, like a tree in
a great plain. . . • Mine is hidden away under three small trees, that
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mask it and completely, take the at^gntion of the beholder away from the
statue, and tend to crush it. . . .

In the fall of the year, a replica of the Mclver statue, not hidden

by trees, was unveiled at the Normal School in Greensboro. However, by

June, 1912, Connor informed Ruckstuhl that the Normal School also was

21
disappointed in the statue.

Several months later, Ruckstuhl, still anxious to redeem his

efforts, again wrote to Connor. The movement to erect a monument to the

late Governor Charles B. Aycock had recently begun, and Ruckstuhl now

used the opportunity to suggest a scheme which he felt would improve

both the square and, in the process, the appearance of his Mclver

Ruckstuhl proposed that when the Aycock monument was completedstatue.

it should be placed opposite the Mclver and a terrace be marked out

between them, thus creating a triangular southern entrance to the

Capitol with the Washington statue forming the apex. His plan also

called for the trees about the Mclver to be removed further enhancing

the statue's impressiveness. The suggestion was not accepted, although

several years later a similar plan would be carried out involving, not

22
the Mclver, but the Vance statue.

Two-and-a-half years after the unveiling, Ruckstuhl was still

concerned, and he communicated his misgivings to chairman Joyner:

. . . it is possible that, after all, I misjudge you, and that, in your
inner soul, you, in reality, wanted a crassly realistic statue. If so,
I am truly sorry. Because I wanted to please you and Mrs. Joyner, and
it would have been so much more easy and cheap to just copy some photo.

Ruckstuhl now rationalized that perhaps the only reason the public did

not appreciate the statue and its replica was that the state had

obtained them for too cheap a price, $8,000 for the two. Said
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Ruckstuhl, "mankind never appreciates any . . . concrete thing it does

not pay dearly for. Or, Ruckstuhl thought, perhaps his competitors, the

monument companies, had influenced the public. Ruckstuhl thus blamed

the local monument business. Cooper and Company. "No doubt," said

Ruckstuhl, "they were busy 'knocking' my statue—on the quiet, where it

could do the most good to them, and harm to me and to you—for having

imported a New Yorker when . . . 'Local talent could do it so much

23I Itbetter.

In any case, Ruckstuhl dearly wanted to redeem himself, and he felt

that the only thing left for him to do was to offer to make another

The state had recently appropriated $12,000 for astatue of Mclver.

statue of former Governor Vance for Statuary Hall in Washington, and

Ruckstuhl was now prepared to make the Vance statue along with another

Mclver statue at no additional cost:

. . . if the [Mclver] statue has not grown in popularity, there is
a way in which we can satisfy all who want a mechanically true and
realistic statue; ... I will agree to make that [Vance] statue, 7-1/2
ft. high, in Italian marble, . . . with a three and a half foot
pedestal, and then two new statues [of Mclver] in bronze^ to fit both
pedestals in Raleigh and Greensboro. That is—three statues and one
pedestal—all for the $12,000, set up ready for unveiling.

There is very little money indeed in this proposition for me. But
I waive the profits!

He also included a special condition in his offer:

I will let you and your friends make, or pick out, a composition
for the Mclver. . . . And I will guarantee satisfaction as to
likeness—provided that you all pick out £ certain photograph and settle
upon that one for me to follow. And I will make him stocky, or slender,
with baggy pants or unobjectionable trousers—as you choose . . .

according to one certain photo—that recalls him most to you and the
popolo [people]. Last time you left it to my judgement. This time we
would follow the judgement of the people. I can copy like a mac^^ne, or
I can idealize like a poet—the latter being far more difficult.
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Joyner, however, paid little attention to the offer and, instead.

reassured him that time would redeem the sculptor and his statue. Said

Joyner:

I was somewhat wounded by the rather fierce criticism of the statue
from some sources at first, but I possessed my soul in patience and
silence, confidently believing all the while that it would pass and that
the future would justify the work of the sculptor. Most artists who
have seen the statue have pronounced it good. My recollection is that
the sculptor who made the Horne Memorial to the Women of the Confederacy
[erected on the square by Augustus Lukeman in 1914], pronounced the
Mclver statue excellent, and far better than any statue on the capitol
square.

In my opinion, your Mclver statue is improving with the passing
weeks and months, as it bronzes and softens. I have heard little
adverse criticism of it in many moons. I like it. .

to leave it to the verdict of posterity, confidently believing that the
statue will be pronounced in the years to come, a real work of art. I
prefer a statue that shall in some measure suggest to present and future
generations something of the soul of the man to one that is a mere
mechanical reproduction of his body. Future generations will forget and
care little about the shape of his body, and I am confident that ^gu
have succeeded in incarnating some of both in your Mclver statue.

I am content

Nevertheless, long after its unveiling, the Mclver statue would

remain "the humiliation of the committee." Indeed, few statues on the

Capitol Square would ever stir as much criticism as did Ruckstuhl's
26

Mclver.



CHAPTER VI

THE HENRY L. WYATT STATUE: A HISTORIOGRAPHICAL JOURNEY

Henry Lawson Wyatt, a Virginia native who had come to North

Carolina at the age of twelve, was a private in Company A, First

Regiment, North Carolina Volunteers, when one of the first engagements

of the Civil War began. At Big Bethel, Virginia, on June 10, 1861,

according to Colonel James B. Magruder's official report, Wyatt was "one

of the four who volunteered to set fire to a house in our front which

was thought to afford protection to our enemy. Advancing alone between

two fires, he fell midway pierced in the forehead by a musket ball." He

thereby gained the distinction of being the first southern soldier

killed in the Civil War. His sacrifice represented perhaps the single
1

most important symbol of North Carolina's role in the Civil War.

The Henry L. Wyatt statue in Capitol Square was unveiled June 10,

1912, in an era when questions about the importance of schools and

academic freedom weighed heavily against the value of symbolic monoliths

to old loyalties. Yet, in 1912, not only were the Mclver and Wyatt

statues unveiled on the Capitol Square, but also four other statues were

being planned: statues of Governor Charles B. Aycock, the "Women of the

2
and Sir Walter Raleigh.Confederacy," Chief Justice Edmund Ruffin,

The inspiration, justification, and motivation for the erection of

the statue of Wyatt has its roots back to the unveiling of the square's

Confederate Monument in 1895, for in that year the inscription "First at

Bethel; Last at Appomattox" first appeared emblazened upon its base.

The monument was erected to preserve the memory of all of North
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Carolina's dead, but its inscription was also a clear effort to

memorialize the fact that North Carolina was the first to give its

private, Henry Wyatt, to the cause and was the last to participate in a

major skirmish: the encounter at Appomatox shortly before the surrender.

But the inscription said much more than that, both to North Carolinians

and Virginians. As will be shown in this chapter, the arguments that

passed between them would ultimately lead to the publication of

Virginia's Confederate Veterans' history committee report attacking

North Carolina's claims, the publication of the landmark Five Points in

the Record of North Carolina in the Great War of 1861-5, the erection on

former Virginia battlefields of monuments marking the locations of Tar

Heel soldiers' exploits, and finally, the erection of the Wyatt statue

on the Capitol Square.

To Virginia this inscription was the supreme insult. It implied

that North Carolina was the first in defending Virginia, since it was in

Virginia that most of the war's battlefields were located. But

Virginians perhaps figured that no more would be said of the matter, or

perhaps not many Virginians were concerned until it began to appear in

notably, in an inscription at Northother places in expanded form:

Carolina's memorial room in Richmond, Virginia, and, by 1901, upon the

cover of each of the five volumes of Walter Clark's North Carolina

Regiments, 1861-1865. The phrase now read, "First at Bethel; Farthest

to the Front at Gettysburg and Chickamauga; Last at Appomattox." While

numerous other quibbles were exchanged between Virginia and North

Carolina, it may be said that the turning of a phrase was the single

most important force that upset Virginia Confederates and provoked their
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For many people of that day and time,"official" countermand.

emblazoned phrases and monumented ideas were more read, and more

visible, than any book; and now, just as they had defended their state

during the Civil War, they would continue to defend it in the latest

3
literary "battle for glory."

Thus, on October 30, 1903, at the Sixteenth Annual Grand Camp of

Confederate Veterans, Department of Virginia, held at Newport News,

Virginia, Judge George L. Christian, the chairman of the History

Committee, delivered his annual report. In it, he attacked a host of

the claims which North Carolina had made relative to its role in the

Civil War. While most of the arguments of the committee utilized

reports of officers, eyewitnesses, statistical data, et cetera, Virginia

responded to North Carolina's publications with the implication that the

statements were, above all, unfair. That they were untrue was a

foregone conclusion, predetermined by Virginians' own opposition to any

efforts by states to obtain for themselves glory at the expense of

Thus, the publication was careful to justify itsanother state.

disagreement on this basis by emphasizing that it had no intention of

taking away from North Carolina's glory, in other words it had no

interest in being as unchivalric as North Carolina. Said Christian,

Virginia "disdains to pluck one laurel from a sister's brow," but on the

testimony presented, she could "safely rest her title to share equally

with her Southern sisters in the 'wealth of glory' produced by the

.,4
war.

Thus, the committee saw the statements of North Carolina more at

fault because they implied an inferiority of Virginians than that they
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It is this bias which throws thewere actually untrue statements.

greatest skepticism upon the scholarship of Virginia's history

Therefore, a statement made in the Charlotte Observer of Maycommittee.

17, 1903, that North Carolina had furnished 50,000 more troops than

Virginia was of particular bother to the committee, for in Christian's

opinion such a statement implied, when considering the fact that North

Carolina's white population was smaller than Virginia's, "that North

Carolina was more loyal to the Confederate cause than Virginia, or in

other words, discharged her duty in this, the greatest crisis in the

history of these States, better than Virginia."^
A comment made by North Carolinian Capt. W.R. Bond in his pamphlet

entitled "Pickett or Pettigrew" that "citizens of Virginia were filling

nearly one-half of the positions of honor and trust, civil and military"

was answered as follows:

. . . since President Davis, who made all these appointments, was not a
Virginian, there was no reason why he should have been partial to
Virginians unless their merits warranted it. ... We believe that Mr.
Davis was not only a true patriot but a great and good man, and that it
would have been almost impossible to have found any one who could or
would have discharged the delicate and ^ifficult duties of his office
more satisfactorily to all than he did.

An article by Edward J. Hale in Clark's North Carolina Regiments,

1861-1865, stating that one of the effects of the fight made by the

Bethel Regiment was "possibly holding Virginia in the Confederacy," was

answered by merely saying that "no state in the Confederacy showed more

devotion to the cause [than Virginia], and that none was ready to make

or made greater sacrifices in its behalf." Christian then pointed out

that Virginia was a battleground from the beginning to the end of the

and was the only southern state dismembered by the war.^war,
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As to the claim of being "First at Bethel," the committee asked:

Was not Virginia at Bethel, then, standing side by side with North
Carolina? Did she not do her duty there as well? If she did, why the
invidious claim that North Carolina was first at Bethel? . . . Bethel
is in Virginia, and to claim that the troops of any other State were
more prompt in defending her soil than those from Virginia necessarily
reflects on Virginia.

The inscription "First at Bethel . . ." on Clark's books was taken as a

great insult: "Can they mean anything else than that North Carolina

means by them to proclaim the fact that the troops furnished her were

better, and therefore did better at the important points named, than

..8those from any other state.

Although the committee maintained that it believed that the claims

emanating from North Carolina did not reflect the opinions of the

majority of Tar Heels, the response in the Old North State was prompt.

The next day, Josephus Daniels' News and Observer obtained the opinion

of Samuel A'Court Ashe, North Carolina Confederate officer and

historian, and the "Old Reliable" asked, was there not "Glory enough for

Several weeks later, at the meeting of the state Literary andall"?

Historical Association, Chairman J. Bryan Grimes appointed a committee

chaired by Clark to make a report in response to the attacks made by

Virginia. And on November 20, 1903, at its first meeting, the

newly-formed North Carolina Historical Commission decided to publish the

booklet. Five Points in the Record of North Carolina, as its first

number.^

In one sense, it is not surprising that North Carolina responded to

North Carolina was equally, if not more.the challenge so promptly.

upset with attacks upon its role in the Civil War than Virginia. A11 of
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the South had been fighting literary battles for its share of glory even

10
as far back as before the Revolutionary War.

When the state Literary and Historical Society was being formed in

1900, its chairman, William J. Peele, remarked that a major reason for

its creation was to present a united front in spurring on literary and

historical activity by native North Carolinians to combat both the

embarrassment of continued ignorance and the exploitation of the state

by "alien" writers. The association was "in deadly earnest" when it

included "the correction of printed misrepresentations about the State"

one of its main objectives. In 1903, imbued with this sense ofas

injustice, the association successfully spearheaded the project to

establish the North Carolina Historical Commission, one of whose main

duties was to publish historical records. Hence, for the association

and later the commission, the Christian affair was seen as an ideal
11

issue to address.

The reasons for association and commission involvement, however.

were much more complex than simply a case of repairing exploitation of

Virginia's criticism of North Carolina's claims to glory wasthe state.

intolerable to North Carolinians. North Carolina's relation with

Virginia was like that of the always-second younger brother who

consistently sacrifices himself for his successful older brother. Was

there not enough glory for all was the question that Daniels had asked

in his editorial. Virginia, he said, had a habit of wanting to be first

at everything. "She had Lee and Jackson, Joseph E. Johnston and Ewell

and many other leaders. She had the generals. She must allow us to be
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proud of the valor of our private soldiers." When the Five Points

publication came out, it stated:

. . . it is not to her generals and lesser officers, . . . that North
Carolina should turn with her greatest pride. . .

appropriately crowned the Monument raised to her gallant dead with the
statue of A PRIVATE SOLDIER .... General A.P. Hill, of Virginia,
when asked what troops he preferred to command, replied "Unquestionably
North Carolinians, . . . they are the most obedient to command." It was
this marked t^^it which gave the troops from this State their
pre-eminence.

The State has

North Carolina contended that Virginia already had more glory than

any of the other states, especially of the Old North State, and that it

was entitled to its own claim to fame, its glory-balancer, its "ace in

the hole," the North Carolina Confederate private. Sam Ashe explained

that while Washington, Jefferson, and many other distinguished

Virginians had "given a glory to the whole Southland," there were many

North Carolina soldiers who fought and died on Virginia's soil. Indeed,

as Grimes would tell those attending the November meeting of the

Literary and Historical Association, throughout its history "Our State

has always acted the part of a loving sister to Virginia. . .

..13Whenever Virginia has suffered North Carolina has bled.

Said Ashe:

It was natural that at some proper time the war record of North
Carolina should have been made clear and her sacrifices in the cause of
Southern Independence have been spread out at large, and whatever was
glorious in the career of her son^^be indelibly engravedfor the benefit of our posterity.

on the tablets

Thus the Five Points was published and covered each claim made in

the "First at Bethel . . ," phrase. One chapter explained the meaning

of the phrase, another discussed North Carolina's role at the battle of

Gettysburg, another dealt with the battle at Chicamauga, another with
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the battle at Appomattox, and the last chapter dealt with the number of

North Carolina soldiers participating as compared to Virginia's and

other Confederate states'.

Yet, to some North Carolinians, such as R.T. Bennett, who had

commanded the twenty-third North Carolina Regiment, the idea of "firsts"

was "not of historical proportion." He dissented sharply from "the

vogue of today," which clamors to have a sort of precedence accorded the

„16soldiers of North Carolina in the War.

Therefore, the authors of the Five Points were careful to affirm

that the soldiers of North Carolina did nothing more than their duty and

thus that their only intention was to present simple truths. Partly for

this reason, an attempt was made to write the tract in a scholarly

format. Each publication committee member, an eyewitness Confederate

veteran, wrote a chapter and, along with a bit of rhetoric, used a

respectable degree of documentation, primarily official reports and

17
post-war reminiscences.

The authors, and presumably the Literary and Historical Association

and the Historical Commission, hoped that with the issuance of Five

Points and the "endorsement of their truthfulness by the entire

committee, our last duty to our comrades is done." The Five Points

provided the opportunity to allow surviving veterans to set the record

straight for their fellow countr3rmen before all were died. This

publication was therefore designed to record the final word on their

..18glory and their "firsts.

Indeed, the effect of the Five Points publication was a positive

The tract was not merely another Confederate diatribe; for oneone.
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thing it claimed to be written in a scholarly fashion, and its

publishers, the association and the commission, represented the

sincerest efforts at developing state-wide literary and historical

scholarship. It was thus in the unique position of satisfying

Confederate diehards who desired only to solidify North Carolina's

claims to glory, while at the same time satisfying those North

Carolinians who wanted to move ahead in a new "enlightened" age of

educational and literary scholarship. Its effect was to serve as

With the completionvirtually the last scholarly effort on the subject.

of Five Points, North Carolinians were better able to get on with the

authorship of works dealing with more than a defense of North Carolina's

Confederate glory.

Neither the association nor the commission would publish any more

defense-oriented publications like Five Points. And the commission.

established through the efforts of the association, would become the

19
forerunner of North Carolina's archives and history movement.

Yet, while the Five Points might serve as the last scholarly

written word on the subject, there were many people, especially

Confederate veterans, who still believed that erecting monuments in

stone, not paper, was the best was to solidify a fact. Indeed,

monuments still spoke louder than books to the non-reading citizenry.

and in this case, what better facts to solidify than those which had

been "proven" by the state's enlightened scholars, namely, those facts

in Five Points?

When the committee that compiled the Five Points learned that most

of the battlefield sites at Bethel, Gettysburg, Chickamauga, and
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Appomattox lacked any kind of monuments marking North Carolina's roles

in those battles, it promptly resolved to petition the state to enact

laws to provide for appropriate markers. Having been sponsored by the

state's Literary and Historical Association and the state's official

Historical Commission, the Five Points had "officially" proven the truth

of North Carolina's claims to fame. Thus, with such credentials, the

General Assembly, in 1905, passed two acts calling for the erection of

memorials at Bethel, Chicamauga, and Appomattox, all of which were

20
executed by year's end.

A short time after these monuments had been completed, and barely

two months prior to the anxiously anticipated unveiling of the statue of

young Spanish-American War hero Worth Bagley on the Capitol Square in

1907, Captain (later Mayor) John A. Mitchener of Salem proposed the idea

of having a statue of Wyatt erected on the Square. Acting upon his

suggestion, the city's United Daughters of the Confederacy proceeded to

seek funds for the statue. As the UDC state president would later put

it, "The little Chapter at Selma came to the mother, the State

By December, 1908, $844 had been raised, and when the $1000Daughters."

mark was reached by January, 1909, R.H. Hicks of Rocky Mount promptly

Hicks was one of the men who had volunteered alongmatched the $1000.

with Wyatt to burn the house at Bethel. In the meantime, the State UDC

had already gone to "their mother, the State," that is, the state

government, and in March, 1909, the legislature passed a bill

appropriating $2500 to match a like amount. The bill also called for

the appointment of a joint committee to supervise the appropriation.

The committee included two senate members, three house members.
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representatives of the North Carolina UDC, and two compatriots of Wyatt:

Hicks and R.H. Bradley. The bill, however, was not to be "in force"

In support of the effort, Daniels, whose wifebefore January 1, 1911.

was a member of the committee, noted in his News and Observer editorial

that the statue would "silently speak to the youth of narrow

opportunities of the glory of dying for one's country, and will be a

commemoration of the countless unknown boys who freely gave up their

„21
young lives at the call of their State.

Gutzon Borglum was chosen to sculpt the Wyatt statue. Idaho-born

Borglum, now about 39 years old, would later do the square's statue of

Governor Charles B. Aycock and gain international fame as the designer
22

and sculptor of the presidential heads on Mount Rushmore.

On June 10, 1912, the fifty-first anniversary of Wyatt's death, the

Wyatt statue was unveiled. North Carolina now claimed another "first,"

that of being the first state to erect a statue to a private soldier.

The Confederate Veteran magazine's account of the ceremonies on that day

is quoted here virtually in its entirety to illustrate the intense

patriotic fervor and enthusiasm, as well as the pageantry, of the

unveiling event:

Shortly after noon on June 9 the procession moved up Fayettville
Banners, martial music,and uniforms of gray stirred the

The order was as

Street.

patriotism of every one who witnessed the procession.
follows:

Chief marshal and assistant marshal; Third Regiment Band; Edgecombe
Guards, Co. A, Second Infantry, N.C.N.G.; Fayettville Independent Light
Infantry; Franklin Guards; Co. F and Co. B, Third Infantry; Raleigh
Light Infantry.

Gen. Julian S. Carr and staff.
L. O'B. Branch Drum Corps.
H.L. Wyatt Camp, Confederate Veterans, Vance County.
Visiting Camps, Confederate Veterans.
L. O'B. Branch Camp, Confederate Veterans, Raleigh.
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Ambulance Company, No. 1, Raleigh.
Automobiles and carriages containing the Governor, the orator of

the day, Maj. E.J. Hale, Mrs. F.M. Williams, President North Carolina
Division, U.D.C., and guests.

Circling the Capitol, the procession entered the north gate.
The veiled statue was near the platform, which was draped in State

and Confederate flags. Orators, Daughters of the Confederacy, and
special guests occupied seats. Among the banners so proudly carried in
the procession were two of the Edgecombe Guards, one bearing the dates
1861, 1865, the other 1898. A large banner of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy was carried by the State President, Mrs. Fannie Ransom
Williams. The famous Tarheel banner, a large foot with a tar heel, was
in evidence. While the guests were being seated the famous L. O'B.
Branch Confederate Drum Corps called forth applause and Rebel yells with
"Dixie."

Hundreds of visitors, many of them from other cities in the State,
witnessed the exercises. Music by the Third Regiment Band began the
exercises, after which Hon. J. Bryan Grimes, Secretary of State, as
master of ceremonies, presented Rev. A.D. Betts, who served through the
Army of Northern Virginia as chaplain of the 30th Regiment of North
Carolina. While men stood with uncovered heads the old chaplain, once
more in his uniform of gray, stood and offered thanks to God, craving
his blessing on the people gathered there, especially the old
Confederates.

In introducing Maj. E.J. Hale, of the Bethel regiment. Colonel
Grimes spoke of the day just fifty-one years ago when the battle of
Bethel was fought and of the 1,000 men selected from the 10,000 men
gathered in Raleigh that were sent by D.H. Hill to Virginia. The story
of the five men who volunteered to burn the house behind which the
Federal troops were intrenched was recited, these men being Thomas
Tollin, Capt. J.H. Thorpe, of Edgecombe County, Hon. R.H. Hicks, and
Maj. R.H. Bradley. The fifth man was Henry L. Wyatt, whose fortune it
was to give his life for North Carolina.

On behalf of the United Daughters of the Confederacy Mrs. Fannie
Ransom Williams, State President U.D.C., presented the statue. As the
daughter of Gen. Robert Ransom, a gallant Confederate, she loves the
Confederacy as her father did. Mrs. Williams said in part: "To-day is a
glad day in the annals of the Daughters of the Confederacy of North
Carolina. From one end of the State to another hearts beat with pride
to see the completion of a work in which every Daughter feels a
pride." . . .

. . . Mrs. Williams thanked Miss Margaret Etheridge, of Selma,
chairman of the committee [appointed by the legislature], and her
assistant, Mrs. Josephus Daniels, for their part in the work.

John A. Mitchener, who started the movement and worked as secretary
of the local Wyatt Memorial Committee, was appointed by the Henry L.
Wyatt Chapter, U.D.C., at the start and was with them to the end, made a
few remarks, saying that he felt too profoundly thankful to make a
speech. Mr. Mitchener gives credit to all who worked for this monument
and contributed to it. But he claims that special credit and honor is
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due R.H. Ricks, . . . All honor to him, for without his aid we could
not have secured the result.

Senator L.V. Bassett, of Edgecombe, then on the part of the
legislative committee presented the statue. He recited something of the
ancestry and family history of Wyatt, who was a carpenter's apprentice.

His excellency Gov. W.W. Kitchen, of North Carolina, then in his
usual direct manner accepted the statue for the State, expressing the
pride that for two generations North Carolina has felt in the fact that
Wyatt was the first soldier to fall in battle. "No greater sacrifice,"
declared the Governor, "can be made than that a man lay down his life
for his country. The spirit of Wyatt was the spirit that has actuated
North Carolinians in all great periods."

Master W. Henry Wyatt, third cousin of the man in whose honor that
statue was erected, assisted by Mr. Gulzon [sic] Borglum of New York,
the artist and sculptor, then pulled the cords that released the flag
veiling from the statue. Mrs. Williams with the flag of the Daughters
of the Confederacy, with Miss Margaret Etheridge, chairman of the
committee, stood just in front of the statue as the flag slipped away.
Maj. E.J. Hale was the orator of the occasion.

. . . When the string was pulled by Master W. Henry Wyatt, . . .

the flag of the Old North State fell away, revealing the noble figure in
bronze of young Wyatt in Confederate uniform. With his musket grasped
in his hand and Southern patriotism burning in his eye, he stands poised
forward, and his old comrades who were with when he fell could see him
again as [when] in response to the command to take possession of the
house behind which the Federal forces were intrenched he rushed forward

only to be shot down.
While the crowds cheered the Edgecombe Guards, Company A, Second

Infantry, N.C.N.G., fired the salute. There was music by the Third
Regimen^^Batid, and the exercises were concluded with taps by Darnell
Thomas.

It was rather novel, and, especially, convenient, for justification

of the Wyatt statue to be founded upon a literary, "scholarly" product

like the Five Points. Indeed, at the unveiling ceremony, E.J.Hale, who

had written the chapter on the "First at Bethel" claim, pointedly noted

that the Literary and Historical Association's tract had "completely

sustained the contentions which had been challenged," and he proudly

concluded that, in the Wyatt statue, "the truth of history finds correct

„24and artistic expression.

Yet, at this point, the question of whether the need for erecting
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statues and memorials could survive in an educated, literary society was

problematic. Once before, the Senate had grappled with the monument

versus education issue in the Confederate Monument affair, and the

This time, however, the effort to erectmonument had barely prevailed.

the Wyatt statue was buttressed by an important, and perhaps vital.

The state's Literaryadvantage over the Confederate Monument effort.

and Historical Association's and Historical Commission's very own

"scholarly research," together with the legislature's previous act to

mark the place where Wyatt had fallen at Bethel, appeared to justify the

However, the motives of those who spearheaded thisproposed statue.

statue effort were probably more divergent than ever. On one hand, some

may have hoped that the Wyatt statue would, once and for all, satisfy

those who wanted to build monuments to their state's Confederate glory

and that it would therefore put an end to the "useless" practice of

On the other hand, still others may have perceivederecting statues.

that it would once again prove that the erection of statues and
25

monuments was a necessary and important action that should continue.

In fact. North Carolina's greatest monument-building era was about

to—but not quite—come to an end.



CHAPTER VII

THE WOMEN OF THE CONFEDERACY STATUARY:

A MONUMENT TO AMERICAN WOMEN

In the construction of monuments and statues in the southern

states, no groups played a larger part than the women's confederate

organizations. In North Carolina, they included the Ladies Memorial

Association which helped raise the money to build the controversial

Confederate Monument on the Capitol Square and later their "daughters,"

the United Daughters of the Confederacy. It fell upon the men, the

United Confederate Veterans and the United Sons of Confederate Veterans,

Yet, the men did not seem to have as great ato honor those women.

talent for getting monuments and statues erected; perhaps the aesthetic

nature of such endeavors was contrary to the rugged nature of the former

Civil War soldiers and sailors. When the idea was proposed to erect a

monument to the Confederate President, Jefferson Davis, soon after his

death in 1889, the veterans organization succeeded in raising about

$20,000, and by 1899 they concluded that the women would do a better job

of raising more money. At the same time, many veterans were suggesting

that the Confederate women should be honored with a statue/monument of

1
their own. The sentiment for giving such an honor is well illustrated

by the comments that the speaker at the unveiling in 1894 of North

Carolina's Confederate Monument had made about the women who had erected

it:

When I see her today, and her fair daughters at her side imbued
with that same divine spirit of undying love and tenderness, rearing a
proud shaft of imperishable granite to our mighty dead, I can but
exclaim God bless the women of North Carolina! and if I could weave with
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magic hand chaplets of evergreen and wreathes and garlands of flowers
and could by some power endow them with perennial and fragrance and
beauty and bloom, I would place them upon their rega^ heads—Queens that
they are whom kingliest men might be proud to honor.

In North Carolina, UCV member A.B.Stronach had long wished that

such an honor be given to North Carolina's women. But to the women of

the South, it seemed inappropriate that money should be raised to honor

them before Jefferson Davis was properly monumentalized. At the 3rd

Annual Session of the North Carolina Division of the U.D.C. "it was

decided that the monument proposed to be built to the memory of the

noble women of the war, urged by Mr. Stronach and others—that the money

to this should be given to the monument to our President Davis."

However, it was not until the year of Norfolk, Virginia's Jamestown

Exposition in 1907 that the monument to the Confederate president was

finally erected in Richmond, the old Confederate capital. Now, the

United Confederate Veterans and the United Sons of Confederate Veterans

. . 3
could embark upon memorializtng the women of the Confederacy.

The Davis monument selection had been based upon a competition. By

1902, at least 11 sculptors were vying for the Davis monument, one of

Although he did not get the contract forwhom was L. Amateis.

Richmond's Davis monument, his design for the UCV's Confederate women

memorial was proposed by the UCV to be erected in every southern state.

His work would spark a great deal of controversy, especially among the

women, the result of which would be that the UCV decided to hold a

competition.^
The Women's Monument committee of the USCV first presented the

Amateis design around April, 1909, after "more than a year's thought and
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deep consideration."^ Initial reaction was very unfavorable. Said one

veteran:

. . . I think I express the judgement of both women and men when I
condemn it. . . . this brawny Southern Amazon in her right hand is
brandishing an antique sword which she grips by the blade and not by the
hilt! Beneath her feet, as the text of a stump speech which she is
artistically supposed to be making, is carved the sentence, "Uphold Our
State Rights."

Not a line of womanly grace or modesty or tenderness, not a hint of
the dear home keeper and home builder of the Southland, not a reminder
of the sweet and gentle minister of mercy and comfort who bent over the
hospital cot and soothed the pain of the wounded soldier and left in his
heart of gratitude forever a true picture of that noblest of all
memories of the Confederacy, the patient, self-sacrificing, unwearied
helper and comforter of the boys in gray. . . .

. . . I am tolerably sure that the Confederate woman does not care
to be reincarnated in bronze as a composite of the classic Amazon, the
Wagnerian Brunehilda, and Carrie Nation! . . . [which is] this besworded
symbol of a kind of Southern woman tha^ never existed and I pray never
may exist save in this artist's fancy.

The Florida division of the UDC "carefully examined the design for

the proposed monument . . . and while we appreciate the honor you wish

to pay us and would rejoice in this recognition of the loyalty of

Southern women, we most seriously disapprove of the committee's design,

as it is in no wise typical of the women of the sixties."^
In its defense, one observer wrote:

The beautiful allegorical figure is full of spirit and action. The
face and head are singularly attractive. No inscription or legend is
needed to translate the idea which the sculptor is trying to convey.
The figure admirably expresses the unconquerable spirit, the dauntless
courage, thegunfai1ing devotion which animated the women of the
Confederacy.

General C. Irvine Walker, the chairman of the monument committee.

stated in the May, 1909, issue of the Confederate Veteran that "if the

great mass of Southern opinion is opposed to" the photographs of the

Amateis models, "nothing would induce us to urge their acceptance."
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Thus, the committee would test their acceptance at the next annual UCV

meeting in June:

. . . it is proposed ... to present by magic lantern slides true
photographs not of the "sketch models," as those are which we have
heretofore been obliged to use, but of the full-size completed models.
If they are then condemned, ... we will simply have to make another
trial. But we do not propose to give up our aim to honor these noble
women until we have presented bronzes worthy of the glorious subject and
of the godlike heroines and satisfying those who have contributed and
will contribute to their erection.

The result, in the words of S.A. Cunningham, the Confederate

Veteran editor: "The design for the proposed monument . . . was almost

universally rejected, the Amazonian proportions and warlike attitude of

„10the figure not conforming to ideals of a true Southern woman. Under

the barrage of criticism. Walker requested other suggestions for

designs. The Confederate Veteran, published in Nashville, found a local

sculptor. Miss Belle Kinney, whose design appealed not only to

Said Walker of the design:Cunningham but also to Walker.

The ideas embodied in her sketch seem to be most appropriate,
poetic, and artistic. Miss Kinney is a bright and talented daughter of
Tennessee, whose intimate association the Southern people eminently
qualifies her to grasp their genius and to picture those attributes of
the Confederate woman as we would like to perpetuate her glorious
memories.

The group [of bronzes designed by Kinney] depicts Fame, the
impartial judge, seated, supporting with her left arm a dying
Confederate soldier, claiming him as her own, while kneeling at her
right side is the Confederate woman. The woman of the Confederacy,
self-forgetful and completely absorbed in her purposes, reaches out to
rest the emblem of her loving appreciation on the dying soldier, who has
given life and all that life holds dear for her and her beloved cause;
she thus honors the brave and gives him the tribute of her devoted
heart. Meanwhile she is unconsciously being crowned by ^^me for this
and all her devotion, suffering, sacrifice, and heroism.

The Confederate Veterans organization, fully intending to select a

single design for a Confederate Women's monument that would grace every

Southern state capital, was never fully able to accomplish the task.
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Indeed, a number of southern states commissioned Kinney to sculpt their

Confederate women's monuments. For example, the Tennessee legislature.

in 1909, appropriated $6,000 for the purpose of erecting the monument in
12

Nashville. Other states used different sculptors. By 1910, Rome,

Georgia, independent of the UCV's ramblings had erected the first

monument to Confederate women:

. . . its base is a solid block of Georgia marble ten feet square and
four feet thick, the largest block ever taken out from the Rome mines.
From the center rises the shaft thirty feet high, and near the base are
two beautiful groups of figures—one representing "news from the front,"
the otherj^^'the ministering angel"—both the work of J. Wolz of
Savannah.

Columbia, South Carolina, having collected $20,000 in 1909, erected its

However, it too was not of the Kinney design.monument in 1912. The

sculptor of North Carolina's Mclver statue, F.W. Ruckstuhl, whose design

was one of those that had been presented to the Confederate veterans

committee, depicted the Confederate woman seated, with her children

beside her, as the form of an angel hovers behind of her holding the

In 1909, his design was alsolaurel wreath of fame above her head.

14
chosen for Georgia's capital.

In North Carolina, legislative acts had been proposed as early as

The first bill recognized that "whereas the United Confederate1909.

Veterans have caused to be prepared suitable monuments in bronze to

commemorate the virtues and devotion of the women of the Confederacy,"

it was appropriate that such a monument be erected to the women of the

Confederacy of North Carolina. It proposed that whenever the U.C.V. of

North Carolina provided suitable bronze figures at a cost of $5,000, the

state would appropriate a sum not to exceed $10,000 to provide a
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suitable pedestal upon which to place the figures. The memorial was to

be placed "in the capitol square or other public square in the city of

.,15Raleigh.

Following the failure of the proposed bill, Confederate veteran

General Julian S. Carr, the chairman of the Confederate Women's

Monuments Committee, proposed in 1911 an altered version of the bill.

By this date, probably because of the national U.C.V.'s difficulties in

agreeing on an appropriate statue design and because other states were

going ahead independently with their own choices of statue designs, the

bill was significantly altered in one respect: there was no mention of

a $5,000 figure to be produced by the U.C.V.—only the state's $10,000

appropriation, which now was to cover the entire cost of simply "a

suitable monument." Although the U.C.V. would not provide a statue now.

the commission to be appointed by the governor to select a proper site

for the monument was to be composed of "five North Carolina surviving

Confederate Veterans . . . with the concurrence and advice of the

Commander of the North Carolina Division of the United Confederate

Apparently they would have been satisfied to have a monumentVeterans."

Curiously, this time the legislation called forrather than a statue.

the monument to be placed on the capitol square, without any such

qualifying statement as "or other public square," which the previous
16

legislation had included. However, the 1911 proposal also failed.

Shortly after this latest failure, Ashley Horne, then chairman of

the commission constructing the new Supreme Court building, decided that

he would erect the monument with his own money. On December 12, 1911,
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the News and Observer ran a small item at the bottom corner of its front

page; an Associated Press article dated December 11, Charleston, S.C.:

Col. Ashley Horne, a prominent resident of Clayton, N.C. has given
ten thousand dollars for the erection of a monument to the women of the

Confederacy of Raleigh, N.C. according to a telegram received here from
Gen. Julian S. Carr by Gen. C. Irvine Walkej^ chairman of the U.C.V.
[Executive] Committee on Women's Monuments.

Horne, now "around seventy," felt "impelled to give this monument

for fear it would never be done, . . . the legislatures of my State and

the people having failed to mark the heroism of the greatest women in

Writing to former Governor Charles B. Aycock, Hornethe world."

expressed gratitude for the governor's interest and said that this was

„18something he wanted to do "in the rounding up of my life. Horne

would later comment:

Our women were greater than the men. They impelled the young men
to shoulder arms and go to Lee and not be cowards. They furnished
clothing, food, and were in the rear of every battle fought in Virginia,
and they were in the hospital soothing and nursing. These are the
reasons why North Carolina furnished more troops to the Civil War than
any other State in the South according to her voting population, and
there were no braver boys in General Lee's army. ... My mother had
six robust sons, strong Scotchmen. She gave them to Lee in '61, and
threej^^ere left on the battle field,
gift.

This was all she had—a noble

A few days after announcing his $10,000 offer, Horne spoke of

looking forward to the time "when shaft is unveiled" and that it "will

be [a] companion piece to Confederate Monument," thus indicating that

his original intent was to construct a shaft-type monument like the

Confederate Monument already on the square. Perhaps his reasons were

the same as those which motivated the 1911 legislature to recommend such

20
a monument.

By the time of the December L2th announcement, Horne had apparently
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secured the assistance of the North Carolina Historical Commission. In

a letter of the same date, commission chairman J. Bryan Grimes, who was

also the Secretary of State and thus an ex-officio member of the Board

of Public Buildings and Grounds, told Horne that he would reserve the

site on the Capitol Square that Grimes and Horne had selected for the

Grimes also told Horne that he would begin selectingwomen's monument.

21
designs and getting sculptors' ideas.

It is not clear exactly how long the commission and Horne had

discussed Horne's monument idea before it was made public on the I2th.

But as early as April 8, 1911, commission member R.D.W. Connor had

consulted with other state archivists and librarians about erecting a

women's monument. In any case, by January 1912, Connor was

corresponding with Julian S. Carr, and asked him to serve on Horne's

Confederate Women's monument committee. Carr, however, refused with the

explanation that he had already been on the UCV's committee; apparently

he felt that his appointment would cause a conflict. In early February,

Grimes received a letter from the Commission of Fine Arts advising him

that the women's monument sculptor should be chosen without a

competition so that the previous works of the sculptors would be the

22
decisive factor.

On February 27, 1912, the first meeting of the "Horne Committee"

was held; James A. Long was elected chairman and R.D.W. Connor,

Taking the advice given to Grimes by the Fine Artssecretary.

Commission, the committee quickly resolved that a sculptor would be

chosen on the basis of his ability and past work—not by competition for

the best design. The committee also resolved that no monument would be
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23
accepted if its design were already used elsewhere.

Kinney and her sponsor, Colonel Cunningham, were apparently not

pleased with the resolutions, feeling that they were aimed directly at

Kinney since she was a woman and her design was a heavy favorite for the

South's Women's monuments intended to be erected in several southern

24
Connor affirmed that the committee had no such motivations.states.

The resolutions were also difficult for the U.C.V. to appreciate;

their selection had been based upon a competition for the best design.

and once accepted it was intended to be used in every southern state.

Upon hearing of the committee's decisions, which essentially precluded

the use of any U.C.V. recommendations. General Walker replied that the

„25resolutions were a "bitter disappointment.

In all, as many as sixteen sculptors submitted photographs of their

previous works, from which the committee was to choose their Women's

monument sculptor. The prospective sculptors included two men whose

work was already on the Capitol Square: Francis H. Packer, who sculpted

the Bagley statue, and Ruckstuhl, who sculpted the Mclver statue. The

committee, however, wanted the square to have a variety of sculptors'

work and, thus, did not choose either Packer or Ruckstuhl. Another

prospective sculptor was U.S.J. Dunbar, who reminded the committee that

the only reason why Henry Ellicott, not Dunbar, had been chosen to

sculpt the square's Vance statue was that "I had made no public statue

and he had, so he got it—with the stipulation that his portrait should

be as good as" the one-sixth-size sketch that Dunbar had submitted.

However, in view of the subsequent criticism that the Vance statue had

received, such a "commendation" may not necessarily have been in
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26
Dunbar's best interests.

On May 21, 1912, after examining all of the photographs of the

prospective sculptors' works, and after meeting in person with Dunbar

and Augustus Lukeman, the committee chose Lukeman. At the next meeting.

on July 24, 1912, forty-one year old Henry Augustus Lukeman, a Richmond,

Virginia, native and former student at Paris' Ecole des Beaux Arts, now

presented models of two of his designs for the committee's

consideration—one showing a woman of the 1860s with a young girl at her

side, the other showing the same woman with her grandson at her side.

The latter design was accepted by the committee, and the group was to be

"set in an architectural scheme, designed by Henry Bacon, of Washington,
27

in the form of an exedra" and made of Mount Airy granite.

The committee apparently changed its mind about the design some

time later, and decided to combine Lukeman's two designs. Thus, when

the Women of the Confederacy monument was unveiled June 10, 1914, the

figure of the seated woman was portrayed with her grandson on one side

and the girl on her other. The site, which had been chosen by Horne,

was along the southern border of the square and directly across the

street from the recently completed Supreme Court/State Library edifice

for which Horne had served as building committee chairman. Thus, the

Women of the Confederacy monument, and the new building it faced, were

.,28"Horne's monuments.

Governor Locke Craig accepted the monument for the state, in what

the News and Observer said was the governor's "best speech." The main

speaker of the day was Dr. Daniel Harvey Hill, son of Civil War

Lieutenant General D.H. Hill whose North Carolina regiment had won fame
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at the battle of Big Bethel exactly 53 years before on June 10, 1861.

The General Assembly had attempted to secure President Woodrow Wilson to

deliver the dedicatory address, and requested Josephus Daniels, then

Secretary of the Navy, to deliver the invitation. Wilson, however.

could not attend, because other more pressing duties awaited him.

although the project, according to Daniels, "appealed peculiarly" to

him. Ashley Horne, also, would not see the unveiling ceremonies; his

death the previous year precluded his witnessing the fulfillment of one

of his last dreams. However, his grandson, also named Ashley Horne,

29
unveiled the statue.

Less than one year beforeThe story, however, does not end there.

the unveiling, in August 1913, the Board of Public Buildings and Grounds

approved a proposal to construct a walkway to provide better access to

the new Supreme Court/Library building. The walkway was to run from a

point near the Bagley statue and continue southward to, and around, the

Women of the Confederacy monument, stopping roughly in front of (ie..

The committee, along withacross the street from) the new building.

most of the public, had apparently been unaware of the walkway proposal

until one or two days after the unveiling of the monument; perhaps now

that the monument was erected efforts to construct the walkway were

starting. The walkway, however, was perceived by most of the committee

as a potential for great aesthetic harm to the new monument. Public

30
opinion apparently kept the walkway from being constructed. However,

early in November, 1914, the Board re-affirmed its approval; opposition
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The Board of Public Buildings and Grounds noted thenow grew to a peak.

d i 1 etnma:

This morning a committee of ladies representing the Raleigh Woman's
Club, the Daughters of the Confederacy, the Raleigh Woman's Suffrage
League, the Fortnightly Review Club, and the Tea and Topics Club
appeared before the Board . . . and vigorously protested against any
path being made across the grounds upon which the Women's Monument is
located. They strongly represent that it will detract from the
appearance of the Monument, and will greatly disfigure the Square. The
Governor [an ex-officio member of the board] is also in receipt of a

telegram from Mrs. R.E. Little, President of the North Carolina
Daughters of the Confederacy, protesting against this path. Mrs. Fannie
Ransom Williams, former President of the North Carolina Daughters of the
Confederacy, and member of the Horne Monument Commission, also files a
protest against the making of this path. A number of letters have been
received from prominent people protesting against the making of this
path, among them Col. J.A. Long, Chairman of the Horne Monument
Commission. There is befor^^^the Board no evidence of a demand from the
public for this path. . . .

The board later noted that "most of the members of the Supreme Court,

and most of the state officers" had also protested and that "not a

single person has ever to this Board made any request for this path"

Virtually the entire "public has been unanimously[with one exception].
32I,against it.

Governor Craig initially favored the walk. However, even he

admitted that "it will in my opinion somewhat disfigure the appearance

The Governor said that "I prefer to submit toof the Capitol Square."

this disfigurement of the square rather than deny the request of [Walter

Clark] .... I do not think the walk ought to be put there, except

. I voted for itfor the ernest [sic] request of [Walter Clark] . .

[initially] solely on his account. ... It is a small matter, and I am

33
not willing to deny him.

Who then was this influential Walter Clark who had made the
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proposal? He was the state supreme court chief justice. Clark's

reason:

For many years access to the old Supreme Court Building has been
given by a direct walk to its door and this is continued for its present
occupants and visitors, tho[ugh] that comes out at the Confederate
statue of Wyatt.

An unfair personal attack has been made upon me for preferring this
request to your honorable Board as if it were for my convenience alone
but the well marked pathway which the feet of the public have made to
the door of the new building shows that it will be a public convenience
to many people. On the contrary my contention has been that the Square
belongs to the public and where their feet have shown that a path is
needed, there a walk should be laid, and that they should not be hedged
up at the will of a select few with wires or signs "Keep off the grass."

When a new public building has been erected a walk to i^^ entranceis a necessary convenience for its occupants and the public.

Also, Clark would later point out that "Of the other statues in the

Square, two of them have walkways on two sides[,] and the other

„35five . . . have walkways on all sides.

However, the Board, which had originally given permission for the

walk to be laid, began to question whether the walk was for the public

Connor felt that the Chiefor only for Clark's personal benefit.

Justice wanted to save a few steps by ruining the square; and Williams

was more direct in her comments: "I think it a perfect shame on the men

I don't care if the 'Chief Justice and an old veteran' didto allow it.

ask for it. More shame on him." Even the governor noted that "Judge

Clark says that he desires the walk because it makes it nearer for him

from his home to the Supreme Court room than it would along the walks

.,36that are now constructed.

Therefore, the Board now decided to ask Clark "whether or not you

desire this path made for your personal convenience." Clark replied in
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a diplomatic fashion that permitted a matter that had gotten well out of

hand, and that was backfiring upon him, to die once and for all:

. . . the press states, apparently by authority, as it appears in
several papers, that the intention is to offer me a pass way to the
discharge of the duties assigned me by the public in the building
allotted for that purpose. If so, I unhesitatingly say that every
citizen of the State has equal rights to a ready access to the public
buildings, without being wired off or warned to "keep off the grass."
Your board are simply trustees of this public square for all the people
and you have no legal or moral right to give special privileges thru the
square to one citizen which you deny to others. I will certainly accept
no pri^^lege for myself that is not given to all my fellow citizensalike.

After receiving Clark's reply, the Board decided to revoke its previous
38

permission for the walkway construction.

At first glance, the whole walkway matter seems to have been

essentially an attempt to make a mockery of the Women's monument. Yet,

it is difficult to believe that such would have been Clark's intention.

Clark was a member of the Equal Suffrage League of North Carolina and a

Even Connor had jokinglystrong supporter of women's political rights.

remarked that, since Judge Clark is for suffrage, the women should vote

39
Indeed, it was Clark who had addressed the UDCon the walkway matter.

in December, 1911, making comments which exemplified his respect for

southern women and his belief in their rights to political equality;

The patriotism of the women of the South was more than equal to that of
the men.

War] .

They bore the heaviest stress of the storm of war [the Civil

Since the war the patriotism of our women has not abated ....
We owe to them every monument to the Confederate dead that has been
raised throughout the South. Yet no monument has been raised to them.

The business capacity and organization which the women have shown
in this [UDC] and other organizations have come as a revelation.
Posterity indeed will regard as one of the most notable events of the
ages in the uplift of humanity, the capacity which the women have shown
in the last 30 years. . . .

. . . whenever any considerable portion of the women of this state
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shall desire equal suffrage, the men of North Carolina will be gallant
enough and just and wise enough to grant it. They will if they know
what is good for them. . . . Had women possessed the ballot, equal pay
would have never been refused. It is in this economic demand for

justice that lies the secret of the growing strength of the movement for
equal suffrage. . . . They must and will win their right to equal pay
for equal service. The colleges and universities have been thrown open
to them and every profession and every calling now offers a career open
to talent, without distinction of sex. The day when women had but two

vocations—t^g needle and marriage—has forever gone by. The future is
open to her.

When Williams, a former president of the UDC, had criticized

'We know this walk isClark's walkway proposal, she also commented.

spite work." And well it may have been—but to spite Ashley Horne, not

To understand this, one must examine another statue projectthe women.

41
that had begun a few year's earlier.

Early in 1911, when the new Supreme Court building was in the

planning stages, the State Bar Association had raised money to erect a

bust of Chief Justice Edmund Ruffin. However, at some point the idea of

erecting a statue instead was introduced. If the statue were to be

placed in the building it would be made of marble, but if placed
42

Early in December,outdoors it would of course be made of bronze.

1912, Clark, who had been responsible for collecting the contributions

for the bust, wrote to a member of the bar's monoument committee.

telling him:

. . . it seems doubtful if the statue can be placed therein [in the
building] advantageously, since the Loggia, which was contemplated in
the original plan has been abandoned. It seems to me that we should
determine definitely whether it is to be a statue or a bust and make a
contract for the one decided on and that now, before any position in the
new building is preempted, we should declare where it should be put. Or
if it is to be a statue, decide upon the best spot in the [Capitol]
Square for the purpose. The most appropriate spot for the statue was of
course in front of the new Judicial Building, but while we were waiting
Mr. H.[orne] secured that position for his Statue to the Women for no
other reason than that he was Chairman of the Building Committee and
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thought that these two monuments to himsg^f (for such he seems to
consider them) should be close together.

Clark felt that the Ruffin statue would be "more credit to the State

than the selections that so far have been made for the Capitol Square."
44

Thus, this letter may explain what Williams had meant by "spite work.

Since the Ruffin was intended to be placed on the square, its

circumstances merit further note. A few days after the Clark letter was

drafted, a tentative contract was drawn for a statue of Ruffin to be

sculpted by Francis H. Packer, the sculptor of the Bagley statue, and

.,45"to be erected in the Capitol Square.

However, uncertainty would persist as to whether the statue should

be placed on the square or in the building. In the latter part of 1913,

a decision was made to place the statue at the head of the central

stairway of the building. The Historical Commission had appropriated

$400 of the total $5000 for the statue's erection, with the resolution

"that the proposed statue should be of marble and should be erected in

the State Administration Building [Supreme Court building]," although

the appropriation was not made conditional by this. At about the same

time, Clark told another member, Benehan Cameron, possibly the chairman.

of the bar's committee that "The most appropriate place to place it is

in front of the new building. But . . . Mr. Horne has preempted

that. . . . The Committee on Public Buildings and grounds say that they

will give us any place we wish. There was talk of placing it in the

N.E. corner [of the square], opposite Christ Church." In July, 1914,

Clark wrote to Cameron that "Owing to the number of statues already in

the Capitol grounds, and to other reasons, the Committee has determined
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„46to place the statue in the Administration Building.

When the Ruffin statue was finally placed in the Supreme Court

building, probably around January, 1915, it was not of marble, but of

Perhaps the final decision to place it indoors had come toobronze.

late for the sculptor to change it to marble. Packer, in fact, favored

placing the statue in the square. Also, it is uncertain whether the

statue was ever placed in the position at the head of the stairs. The

stairs, which once led from the center of the mezzanine, have been torn

down; yet even before they were removed, the statue may not have been

located at the top of the stairs. Today, the statue still stands in the

mezzanine, but off to one side and positioned in front of a niche in the

wall intended for a small bust, not a seven feet-high statue and plinth.

Also, the statue of the famous chief justice appears even more out of

place, since the building no longer houses the offices of the Supreme

47
Court.

Over the years, attempts have been made to remove the Ruffin statue

to a position on the Capitol Square. However, none of these attempts

48
has met with success.

The effort to erect a monument to the women of the Confederacy was

The monument is, in a sense, aborne out of the women's movement.

Keeping the Ruffin statue indoors, and keepingsymbol of that movement.

the controversial walkway away from the Women of the Confederacy

monument, may represent two of the earliest and most colorful victories

for North Carolina's twentieth-century woman.



CHAPTER VIII

CHARLES B. AYCOCK STATUE: CHALLENGING BORGLUM

The year 1912 was not only a significant year for Capitol Square

statuary development, but also the year in which North Carolina's

education-reform minded governor from 1901 to 1905, Charles Brantley

Aycock, died.

Less than a year before his death, concerned about the diminishing

party leadership strength of his friend incumbent Democratic Senator

Furnifold M. Simmons, Aycock had announced his candidacy in the

Democratic race for North Carolina's United States senatorial

nomination. Opposed by Simmons, Judge Walter Clark, and William Walton

Kitchin, he did not wish to attack his opponents nor to conduct

extensive campaigning. However, Clark and Kitchin accused him of being

in the contest merely to secure Simmons's election by drawing support

There were also personal attacks regarding his pastaway from them.

drinking problems. Aycock's attitudes about campaign strategy changed.

but he confidently believed that he would be victorious. He was to have

made his opening campaign speech in Raleigh on April 12, 1912. Recent

bouts with dyptheria and a heart attack, however, caught up with him.

and on April 4th, at the age of 52, he died. Ultimately, Simmons would
1

be re-elected.

Growing directly out of the mourning over Aycock's death, the

movement to erect some type of monument to him was established in

circumstances not dissimilar to those which existed upon the deaths of

Vance, Bagley, and Mclver. Where mourning and eulogizing left off and
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monument planning and publicity began were virtually indistinguishable.

Since the Democratic race for the senatorial nomination was beginning to

develop into "one of the most prolonged and bitter political fights in

the state's history," the monument effort was in danger of appearing
. . ... 2

politicized and thus blending in with the contest.

As with the Bagley monument, Josephus Daniels' Democratic News and

Observer offered extensive publicity to the monument effort. Although

it had claimed to be neutral in the nomination contest, of the four

nominees Aycock, was usually given the most extensive and glowing

Now, shortly after Aycock's death, especially visible in thecoverage.

paper was an article on the "Aycock Memorial Meeting." The meeting.

which was attended by thousands in Raleigh and included numerous

testimonials to the greatness of Aycock and regrets of his passing, was

labeled as a "non-partisan" tribute since noted politicians from both

parties attended and spoke. At the meeting a resolution was passed

calling for the erection in "the Capitol city of the State an heroic

bronze statue of Charles B. Aycock which will testify to all future

generations of the high appreciation which the people of North Carolina

have for his nobility of character, his lofty ideals of statesmanship.

and his unfailing love for and faith in them." For this purpose, the

resolution authorized the chairman of the meeting to appoint six persons

who, together with himself, would form a committee to organize a

3
state-wide Aycock Memorial Association.

Contributions were soon coming in from throughout the state.

Additionally, by April 19, the committee had proposed that the next

North Carolina Day in December be made an "Aycock Day" at which time
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students could study "the life, character, and work" of the ex-governor

and make contributions to the Aycock Memorial Fund. The idea was likely

taken from the previous year's North Carolina Day during which funds for

the Charles Mclver statue had been collected from schoolchildren. As

educational reform was the hallmark of Aycock's governorship, the

committee hoped that the students could provide much of the financial

support for the monument fund-raising drive. The president of the

Aycock Memorial Association, George C. Royall, was indeed optimistic and

reported.to the public that at least $50,000 should be raised for the

monument and that there was no reason why $100,000 could not be
4

Royall proceeded to establish a 30-day campaign.obtained.

The Democratic primary, however, was nearing and the Aycock

Memorial Association was working hastily to put together a book. The

Life of Aycock. Royall later surmised that it was for those reasons

that, before the thirty-day campaign was to take place, "one or two

relatives and friends of Governor Aycock" decided that a whirlwind

three-day campaign should take place thus replacing the thirty-day

The result was failure, and Royall was left in the

position of having to take most of the blame.^
campaign plans.

The failure of the campaign was a near fatal blow. Indeed, nearly

six more years passed before further attempts were made to raise the

The Aycock Day in December, 1912, netted the committeenecessary funds.

$1,600. Additionally, in the first year of fund raising, about $1,000

was collected from miscellaneous sources. Although Raleigh and

Goldsboro citizens had pledged about $4,000, most of this was never

The students' pennies proved to be worth more than the papercollected.
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6
promises.

By 1918, the campaign was virtually dead. Clarence Poe, a

son-in-law of Aycock and editor of a widely circulated paper. The

Progressive Farmer, was intent upon having the statue of Aycock

With World War I the major concern of the day, Poe nowconstructed.

hoped that much of the funding for the statue could be raised from the

donation of war bonds to the committee. Poe figured that if about one

hundred men could be found to donate their $100 bonds to the committee.

with the committee's assurance that the bonds would not be cashed until

at least $10,000 could be easily collected.^the war ended.

The committee did not want to go to the legislature for financial

help, feeling that "If we can't get from the people for Aycock, then

But apparently by 1919, with only about $6,000that's not saying much."

having been raised, serious thought was given to seeking legislative

appropriation to match $7,500. R.D.W. Connor, who was to draft the

proposed bill, felt that such an appropriation could be obtained since

similar funding had been obtained for the Wyatt statue project. But the

committee was hesitant to attempt any legislation that was not certain

Apparently, the committee felt that if theof successful passage.

legislation were defeated, the defeat would reflect poorly upon both the

committee and the committee's purpose and would also, perhaps, be a poor

gesture in memory of Aycock. The decision was soon made to reduce the

amount to be matched to $5,000, but still there was concern that it

might be "watered down" by persons seeking to memorialize the late

governors Graham and Jarvis. The committee therefore once again turned

to the students of North Carolina and introduced legislation calling for
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an "Aycock School Improvement Day" in honor of his sixtieth birthday.

This event would be held on the next North Carolina Day in 1919, similar

to the action taken in 1912, but with the difference that it would be

legislated rather than merely stated. The legislation passed and by

June of the next year the committee had more than doubled its funds to

$13,000. Poe lamented, however, that $13,000 to $15,000 would give only

By 1922, the committee had gained onlya "passable sort of monument."

$1,000 more, having now a total of about $14,000. A prospective

sculptor was informed that, if necessary, the committee could obtain

$16,000 to $17,000. The hopes of $100,000, $50,000, or even $25,000

The committee would have to start looking for awere now gone.

Of the final total of around $18,000 that the committee wouldsculptor.
8

offer the sculptor, about one-third of it came from students.

In 1917, one of the committee's contacts met Gutzon Borglum, the

Wyatt sculptor, when he was working on the Stone Mountain project in

Georgia. When the matter of doing the Aycock statue was brought up.

Borglum "indirectly" stated that at the right price he would be willing

By March 1922, Borglum had informed Josephusto do the sculpture.

Daniels that he would do it for $16,000 and would deliver it within

sixteen months after signing the contract. Borglum, however, wrote to

"I take it that you are not goingR.D.W. Connor with a warning saying:

to have any competition, I do not enter competitions. They are very

unsatisfactory and the men whom you really want and who are doing the

Apparently, hisbest work, are too busy to give the time to chance."

advice was not taken. Perhaps the committee intended that Borglum would

be their sculptor but it simply wanted it to appear that it was
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9
considering all good sculptors. For whatever reason, the committee

made the following resolution:

Resolved, that sculptors be invited in competition to present in Raleigh
by July 1, 1922, a plaster model in a scale of two inches to the foot,
consisting of a model of the statue and pedestal and attach thereto a
description of the material and quality of execution.

Resolved second, that the sculptor prej0nting the second best
plaster model will receive the sum of $250.

The National Sculpture Society, almost always opposed to

11
competitions, sought to overthrow the competition. As for Borglum,

when Daniels asked for his model to be submitted in competition, Borglum

replied (according to his wife's biography of him):

. . . he would be glad to lay aside his ideas about competitions, but
that he simply did not have the time to put in the work of several days
on a model that might or might not be satisfactory. Committees do not
realize that the making of a model is about one third of the entire
work. Neither do they realize that in at least nine cases out of ten,
no model is carried out^|s first presented. Not only the committee but
the artist develops it.

Thus, the committee cancelled the competition and stated that "without

considering models [the committee] will now select highest grade

The day after his conference with the committee insculptor available."

Raleigh, Borglum optimistically telegraphed home to his wife: "Returning

this afternoon. Have contract eighteen thousand." To him, a contract

.,13was always the same as "money in the bank.

Allegedly, the choice had narrowed down to Borglum and the sculptor

of the Women of the Confederacy statuary, Augustus Lukeman. Poe

informed Lukeman that the committee was impatient to get a sculptor and

favored the styles of Borglum's Vance (at Statuary Hall in Washington,

D.C.) and Wyatt (on the Capitol Square) statues over that of Lukeman's

Francis H. Packer, the sculptor of theConfederate Women statuary.
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square's Bagley statue, had been a participant in the competition and

was now very displeased. Said Packer, "When Sculptors Society attempted

to overthrow the competition, the Aycock Committee promptly informed me

that nothing could change the action of the committee." He stated that

he had therefore felt confident that the competition would be held as

planned, but that the committee failed to keep its promise. He pointed

out that sculpture is tedious work requiring two months' work and

expense and that he was therefore upset that the competition had been
14

stopped and the commission awarded without competition.

Early on, in 1912, Frederick W. Ruckstuhl, the only other Capitol

Square sculptor then living, had dismissed himself from any involvement

with the Aycock project:

As for the Aycock, I shall refuse to make it—even for $10,000. I don't
care to wear out my life trying to satisfy a lot of people who all have
different memories and opinions of a man—especially if I never saw the
man and no good and true full-length portraits exist of him. It is

andmaddening to have a group of peoplj^say "It is not like him,"
another say, "It him all over!"

Ruckstuhl had had ample experience with the Mclver statue project, and

Borglum was about to learn some of the same lessons.

As the man responsible for overseeing Borglum's work, Poe, now

secretary, brought forth most of the concerns and complaints of the

One of the first was that Borglum was working on a life-sizecommittee.

model before having made a plaster cast of the small-sketch model.

Borglum explained to Poe:

I don't mind making three or four. The man must be on his feet. Except
for that every action of the body is changeable. . .

in my studio I keep my small model in clay and do not cast it in plaster
in order not to be bound by it. If it is in plaster it cannot be
changed. ... I am anxious to keep it as flexible as possible, and to

In the work I do
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keep in mindj^^hat the big figure is the sole thing and the permanent
thing. . . .

In the fall of that year, a committee of Colonel P.M. Pearsall,

Mrs. Charles B. Aycock, the widow, and Judge Frank Daniels, Josephus's

brother, examined the life-size model. 'After suggesting some slight

changes they expressed complete satisfaction." With that approval of

the work, Borglum began preparing to cast it in plaster. Poe, however.

did not forget Borglum's comment that "If it is in plaster it cannot be

He therefore told Borglum that he wished to have anotherchanged."

committee examine the clay model before it was permanently cast in

This meant that for the next three weeks, until the newplaster.

committee arrived, Borglum "had little else to occupy his time" but to

constantly make sure to keep the clay figure moist. Likely, this was a

17
difficulty that Poe had not anticipated.

The new committee was more critical than the first and was

especially concerned that the model of Aycock was at least fifty pounds

underweight. Although Mary Borglum claimed that "Gutzon had acquired

patience" and would adjust the proportions, he was doubtless reaching a

Nonetheless, with Judge Daniels serving as voluntarypoint of disgust.

model, Borglum added the weight to the clay model. After the

committee's visit, however, Borglum hurried off a telegram to Poe.

Borglum was disgusted, as his telegram indicated:

I regret you compel me to even seem ungracious. I undertook this work
to please my North Carolina friends and for their sake alone. I
neglected more serious work to my own embarrasment and submitted to your
unfair unwise humiliating and now clearly interminable interference with
that work. You have utterly ignored[,] if you ever appreciated[,] that
your committee has engaged [me] for the production of a piece of work
demanding the highest training and creative ability. . . . You have not
only interfered with their sculptor but you have interfered with every
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possible detail and loaded each part with an amount of foolish
instructions[,] and that destroys all creative interest. You were

wholly at fault doubling my labors with two sets of instructions and two
sets of official committees. You have urged futile and unnecessary

trips to Raleigh and then you do not respect your agreeiji|nt. I cannot
and will not proceed further under these circumstances.

Poe replied with a diplomatic letter which apparently succeeded in

winning back Borglum. Poe however did not simply apologize. He not

only emphasized that everyone wanted to have the best possible statue

but also explained why the members of the committee were particularly

sensitive to the importance of having such a statue:

. . . whether rightly or wrongly the persons that the people of North
Carolina will hold responsible for the monument are Col. Pearsall, Mr.
Daniels, Dr. Brooks, Dr. Joyner, and the other members of the committee.
For any defects these men will be blamed. They feel that they owe a
duty to themselves and the people who have waited ten years to build
this monument. Perhaps some of their experience in monument-building
had made them unduly anxious, but perhaps this may be pardoned them.
Both Dr. Joyner and Mr. Daniels, for example, last served on the
committee that built the Mclver statue. This committee turned the whole
work over to the sculptor, who produced a statue that has been the
humiliation of the committee ever since by its utter unlikeness to
Mclver's figure and the utter lack of attractiveness of pedestal, etc.
They realize that you are a greater sculptor than Mr. Ruckstuhl, but in
view of the ten years' criticism they have had to endure, may they not
be pardoned if they try to getj^^he Aycock statue as much plus as the
other was minus in excellence?

Once the statue was finally completed, there was still the matter

of its location. Borglum's original contract had called for the base of

the statue to be of the same design as the Women of the Confederacy

It was intended that the Aycock statue would be placed alongmonument.

the border of the square's west side in the same manner that the

Confederate Women monument stood along the square's south-side border;

in other words, the two monuments would be roughly symmetrical, but

perpendicular, to each other. However, in July, 1922, the Raleigh Times

reprinted a comment from the Durham Sun speaking of the mediocrity of
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many of the monuments and statues already on the crowded square and

suggesting that "the statue of Aycock should be placed somewhere . .

in which it might have room and vision and dominance, as the man himself

stood against the skyline as an example of the State's better thought

and ideals." The committee was intrigued with the comment and began

thinking in terms of a grander position for the Aycock statue. Some of

the committee members favored the idea of placing the statue in Nash

Square, pointing out that "everybody goes by it in going from the depot

up town. . . . Here the people of North Carolina whom Aycock served.

having come to the capital city from all parts of the state, would first

of all be greeted by his monument." The idea was appealing, but the

overriding opinion was that "Aycock's service was to the state and this

would lend appropriateness to putting his statue on the State House

Besides, no other major statue or monument in the capitalgrounds."

city had ever been placed anywhere other than at the Capitol Square, and

the committee may have felt that not to place the statue there would be
20

an insult to Aycock's memory.

The committee therefore decided to make the Aycock statue part of

The suggestion was made thatthe main entrance to the Capitol Square.

the Aycock statue be placed near the present location of the Mclver

statue and that a copy of Borglum's Vance statue (in the Statuary Hall)

be placed directly opposite the Aycock. The idea was strikingly similar

to the one that Ruckstuhl had proposed during the early stages of the

Aycock statue movement, shortly after his Mclver statue had been

unveiled. He had proposed, however, that the Mclver statue, not a Vance

statue, be placed opposite the Aycock statue and that both statues be
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positioned in front of the Washington statue which would form the apex

of the triangle. The new proposal also called for the Vance statue (by

Henry J. Ellicott) presently on the square to be removed entirely and

the Mclver statue to be moved to the Vance's former position. The idea

appealing: the square would have a much-improved entrance, and thewas

old Vance statue, with its "awful paunch," would be removed once and for

all from its towering and visible position. Borglum also supported the

idea, pleased perhaps to have two of his statues serving as the

21
impressive entrance to North Carolina's Capitol Square. The plan.

however, did not materialize, both because of the high cost of obtaining

a copy of Borglum's Vance statue, estimated at between $10,000 to

$13,500, and because of concern about the opposition of friends and

relatives of the late Governor Vance:

It is also very unlikely that any proposal for moving the Mclver
statue would be at all pleasing to the Mclver family; and Mclver and
Aycock were such good friends that the Aycock family is unwilling to
have anything done which might seem like an effort to put the Mclver
statue in a less honorable position.

After weighing all the circumstances, therefore, I would suggest
that nothing further be said about the matter and that you do not
mention it at all to Dr. Joyner, who has be^g very much averse to any
suggestion that the Mclver statue be moved.

By the day of the unveiling ceremonies on March 31, 1924, the

statue was located along the border of the square's south side and

situated to the far right of, and directly symmetrical to, the Women of

the Confederacy monument. Dr. Edwin Anderson Alderman and Josephus

Daniels delivered the main speeches and Aycock's grandsons, Charles

Brantley Aycock and Charles Aycock Poe, unveiled the monument to a crowd
23

of over five thousand spectators.

About four years later, in 1928, the Aycock statue was moved to its
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present position. The Olmstead brothers, who were hired to improve the

square, constructed a "memorial mall," very similar to Ruckstuhl's

original entrance proposal, on the left end of which was placed the

However, no copy of Borglum's Vance would be placedAycock statue.

opposite the Aycock statue on the right end of the mall. Also, neither

the Mclver, whose position was shifted slightly at this time, nor any

other Capitol Square monuments or statues were ever moved to the vacant

right end. In fact, the right end of the mall would remain

conspicuously devoid of statuary until nearly two decades later when the
24

next Capitol Square statuary was finally unveiled.



CHAPTER IX

THE SIR WALTER RALEIGH STATUE THAT NEVER WAS:

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE END OF AN ERA

In 1924, Julian S. Carr, the man who had fought for the Confederate

version of a Confederate women's statue, died, and with hisveterans

death perished the chance that his brainchild, a Sir Walter Raleigh

Yet his idea hadstatue, would ever be erected on the Capitol Square.

originally been suggested at the beginning of the century, and by 1905,

about $1,000 had already been collected for its erection. Nonetheless,

it would not be until the American Bicentennial in 1976, with the

renewed interest in colonial history, that a Raleigh statue would be

erected in Raleigh, and it was placed not on the Capitol Square but
1

rather on the city's Bicentennial Mall.

The failure of the Raleigh effort, with Carr's death and the

long-delayed erection of the Aycock statue, marked the end of the

square's greatest statue-building era. The first quarter of the

twentieth century was also, however, a period when the significance of

statuary was losing ground to the growth of education and

transportation. By 1912, six Capitol Square statuary projects were

Since thatunderway, only one of which, the Raleigh, completely failed.

first quarter of the century, only one statue has been erected on the

Capitol Square: the three United States Presidents monument, was

unveiled in 1948. The failure of the Raleigh effort suggests important

clues as to why this group of statues was erected with virtually no more

r 1 , 2
to follow.
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To represent its entry into the twentieth century, and hopefully

into an age when North Carolina would dissolve her image as the

education-deficient "Rip Van Winkle" state, the North Carolina Literary

and Historical Association was established. Of all its stated purposes.

the one which seemed to be the ultimate goal was that of "engendering a

healthy. State pride." Monument building and public celebration were

considered the most appropriate means to accomplish this goal. At the

second annual meeting of the association, held on October 22, 1901, the

dual endeavors were examined in the association's attempt to "further

State pride." An exposition to celebrate the settlement of Roanoke

Island, and a monument to the city's namesake. Sir Walter Raleigh were

on the agenda.^ In 1905, Raleigh statue sponsor, Julian Carr, said of

the latter effort:

Our sister State, Virginia, has undertaken that vast enterprise,
the Jamestown Celebration, which is drawing all Virginians together from
every land and clime. Many tens of thousands of our own people from the
other States into which they have gone, returning from the Jamestown
Celebration, will be only too glad to join us in doing honor to the man
whose untiring efforts to colonize America on the shore of North
Carolina made successful colonization possible.

It is the purpose of those who have the erection of this monument
at heart to bring to pass during the Virginia Exposition, so that the
real colonizer^of America may not be forgotten amid the multitude of
lesser lights.

Carr, a private during the Civil War, equated educational legitimacy

with a certain amount of glory-mongering, and the Jamestown Exposition,

scheduled for 1907, offered him the opportunity to show who was the

"real colonizer of America."

Governor Charles B. Aycock, a prime mover in North Carolina's
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education movement, used the statue project to further his education

battlecry:

It is high time that we learned something of him who first
colonized our State, and the celebration of that colonization on the
island where his colony first landed will in itself teach us something
of the great man for whom we have named our city. In the morning of the
twentieth century, in the dawn of an educational revival, we can do
nothing better than to turn back to our beginnings and study carefully
the heroic self-sacrifices of those who planted in order that we might
reap.

Among the pioneers there was none so great, there was none so good
as Sir Walter Raleigh, and if we could learn from his life and his death
the lessons which they teach us we could have the greatest State in the
world. . . .

Let us, therefore, with united purpose, celebrate the settling of
this colony. Let us publish to the world our admiration for the man who
did so much for us. Let us declare to the earth that we appreciate his
work and that we glory in his noble life and in his shameful death. In
doing this thing we are but putting ourselves in line with the new
educational zeal of the State. Those of us who have passed out the
schools and can never attend them will show to the children of the State
that the history of great men is to us still an^inspiration and is a
subject worthy of their study and appreciation.

Those who pushed monument projects for the Capitol Square believed

that such statuary efforts could compliment the new educational

consciousness of the state. The final resolution for the statue

erection succinctly stated that "in carrying this resolution into effect

the committees have in mind the educational value of giving the people

an opportunity to raise this fund by penny collections, so that all may

share in the glory of thus honoring the great hero-martyr of American

colonization."^

So why did the statue effort fail?

For one thing, the effort to tie educational value to the statue

may well have contributed to its demise. Carr stated in 1905 that "the

requisite funds would have been raised in a short while if a canvass had

The gloriousbeen" conducted when the erection proposal was first made.
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task of monumentalizing Raleigh was made secondary to the "educational

value of raising a fund to erect it as far as may be practicable by

penny collections from the school children." The promoters intended to

"appeal to North Carolinians, resident and non-resident, for

contributions to the amount of fifty thousand dollars," but such a

figure was grossly unrealistic. In 1905, the ladies of the Virginia

Dare Memorial Association presented to the Sir Walter Raleigh Memorial

Fund $460.00 which, added to the penny contributions of school children.

By 1907, the Woman's Club of Raleighbrought the total to about $1,000.

began enlisting the interest and support of the other Woman's Clubs in

In 1914, a momentary effort to obtain Federal funds for thethe State.

project failed. Two years before Carr's death, the project was revived,

most of the project's spirit was gone.^but by the time of his death.

Also, while the image of Sir Walter Raleigh presented itself as an

ideal hero for North Carolina's students to admire and study, it may

well have been too heroic. Raleigh represented a very distant, nearly

mythological, heroic figure. It is not to say that heroes were not

worshipped in the twentieth century, but hero-worship contradicted the

new educational movement. Erecting the figure of Raleigh seemed perhaps

even more worshipful, or at least mythological, in nature than most of

the other statues then being erected. Very little was known about

Raleigh. Governor Aycock had noted at the NCLHA meeting in 1901 that

when he attempted to do some research on Raleigh, he "could not find a

history of the man who had settled our State. . . . and I confess a

sense of shame to be compelled to admit that we have in it [the State

Library] no life of this good, great, and illustrious man." Raleigh was
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perhaps not real enough to the progressive North Carolina minds of the
8

new century.

Whatever enthusiasm did exist for the erection of the Raleigh among

the populace was based mainly upon the desire to "show Virginia" and to

give tribute to the city's namesake. The News and Observer spoke in

glowing fashion of the November 22, 1901, general meeting that

inaugurated the statue project:

The people did honor last night to the movement to erect a statue
to the memory of Sir Walter Raleigh. There was a monster gathering at
Metropolitan Hall, the occasion being the presentation of a souvenir box
by Gen. Julian S. Carr for the collection of funds. The house was

packed from pit to dome and hundreds were turned away. The magnificent
audience testified to the intense interest the people of Raleigh ar|
taking in this movement to honor the memory of the city's namesake.

However, it was not enough. And if Raleigh's monument was to be

inspired solely by such unscholarly biases as mythology and legend or

the desire to prove the gloriousness of the state and their city's

namesake, then it ran counter to the principles of the new scholarship

movement in the state.

In this first-quarter-century period, questions about the value of

statuary and other forms of monumentalizing had begun to penetrate more

deeply than ever. The controversy that had surrounded the Confederate

Monument's erection in the 1890s had hinted at the inevitable tensions

10
to come.

On one side, there existed the perception that statuary was a

viable educational tool whose monolithic, unchanging structure would

to remind passersby of the greatness and goodness of a particularserve

individual. On the other side, there was a growing awareness that the

monuments needing to be built were museums, libraries, and, especially.
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schools at which learning could occur by open-minded research rather

than by monolithic, unquestioned examples. Also, mechanized travel via

automobiles on paved roads and over bridges could now allow people to

explore the state first-hand rather than to depend upon the pilgrimage

to the Capitol Square for their education. The era in which the Capitol
11

Square could serve as an open-air school was disappearing.

Because of this tension, the six statue projects implemented in

this first quarter century required a special validity in order to have

While the Raleigh statue may have represented aany chance of success.

real historical figure, there did not exist enough interest in its

erection for it to become a reality. Also, it faced stiff competition

from the Jamestown Exposition and the Roanoke Island Celebration,

projects which related to Raleigh history and which exploited the

growing use of the automobile, allowing people to travel to historic

sites and celebrations.

The Wyatt statue found its validity in the scholarly Five Points

publication. The Mclver and Aycock statues represented the new

educational spirit of North Carolina. The Women of the Confederacy

monument, besides serving as an architectural centerpiece to Ashley

Horne's judicial building, represented the growing women's movement in

The Ruffin statue, although not erected on the Capitol

Square, was placed in the judicial building.

North Carolina.

It was financially

supported by the Ruffin family, was endorsed by the North Carolina

Historical Commission, and, for a former chief justice, it had a logical
12

home in the building that housed the Supreme Court.

When the Wyatt monument, the first statue erected in this greatest
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period of Capitol Square statue building, was unveiled in 1912, the

chief orator of the day spoke proudly of the fact that North Carolina

had not been taken in by "the ancestral mania" and "hero worship era"

which followed the Civil War:

The two have filled the land with many memorials of personal,
community or national interest. The most of them are devoid of beauty,
and many offensive to taste. This is notably true of the statues in the
federal capital erected since the war. It is a matter of gratification
that the effects of the mania referred to have come into our

conservative commonwealth since travel ^^d education have begun to
correct the national post-bellum taste.

Yet, by the end of the first quarter century, the square was becoming

Since that period, monuments and statues would no longer becluttered.

placed upon it with seeming wrecklessness and random abandon. Tree

planting ceremonies would replace most statue unveilings, and highway

marker monuments, intended for the quick glimpse of automobile
14

passengers, would replace the elaborate and expensive sculptures.



CHAPTER X

THREE UNITED STATES PRESIDENTS:

STATUARY VS. PRACTICAL MONUMENTS

While a few small monuments would be erected on the square in the
1
the next, and last, large statue-type monument wasnext two decades.

the memorial to the three North Carolina-born United States presidents:

This statue hadAndrew Jackson, James Knox Polk, and Andrew Johnson.

been a long time in coming, partly because these three presidents, who

served from 1829 to 1837, 1845 to 1849, and 1865 to 1869, respectively.

were all residents of Tennessee during their terms in office and lived

only the earliest portion of their lives in North Carolina.

Additionally, there was uncertainty as to the exact location of

Nevertheless, by 1943, legislation would beJackson's birthplace.

passed leading ultimately to the erection on the Capitol Square of a

2
monument to the three presidents.

As early as 1928, the idea of erecting a statue to these men

existed. The Memorial Mall was then being constructed on the square.

and the Aycock statue was placed on one end of the mall. On the other

end, space was left for another statue at some later date. Clarence

Poe, then secretary of the Aycock monument committee, expressed his

opinion that a memorial to the three presidents would be ideal for that

position but that realistically such an erection would not occur any

3
time soon.

With theA major effort to accomplish Poe's wish began in 1943.

inspiration of Poe and A.J. Maxwell, legislation was introduced by
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Senators Joe L. Blythe, L.Y. Ballentine, and Coble Funderburk

authorizing Governor J. Melville Broughton to appoint a committee to

look into memorializing the three presidents. The legislation passed on

4
1943.March 8,

The committee which the governor appointed had the task of deciding

how best to memorialize the presidents. It was not a foregone

conclusion that the memorial would take the form of a statue on Capitol

Committee member Poe advocated this, but at least one member ofSquare.

the committee, Christopher Crittenden, probably would have preferred

that the memorial neither be a statue nor be erected on the square. To

him went the resposibility of investigating what types of memorials

other states had erected to honor their native-born presidents.^
As the director of the Department of Archives and History, and the

secretary of the state Memorials Commission, Crittenden was highly

receptive to any suggestion which would both support historical research

in North Carolina and offer an alternative to adding more monuments to

Thus, when Dr. Hans Huth, of the National Park Service,the square.

advised Crittenden that "the standard monument is obsolete" and memorial

institutions such as research agencies are "useful projects," Crittenden

listened. Said Huth,

. . . the majority of monuments erected in the last century . . . have
been blackened and even mutilated, . . . what is more important, the
hero frequently has either been forgotten or he is just known as a name
with only a vague meaning to it. If one should ask business people or
school children about monuments they "see" on their way to school or
office, only a very small number would be able to tell the interviewer
that they have even taken time to find out something about "that man
with whiskers" whose statue they have noticgd everyday with their
subconscious rather than with a seeing eye.

With visual education so much improved, and the public, largely
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aided by motorized traffic, being accustomed to get acquainted with the
real facts (historic areas, museums, etc.), and finally with the truth
established, that an artist's rendering of a fairly good likeness of a
hero is in itself nothing much to marvel about, it should be obvious
that the great era of setting up countless monuments has passed.

Though Huth was speaking in general, Crittenden must have noticed the

parallels: it was North Carolina's roads which could bring so many

people to the state archives he directed, as well as to the state's

museums and libraries, and it could not be denied that pigeons and

natural wear were deteriorating the statues on the square.

Thus, armed with Huth's letter, Crittenden presented his argument

at the committee's meeting in June, 1943, and proposed that the memorial

"take the form of a museum, library, and manuscript collection relating

Said Crittenden, "This might be housed . .to these three men."

either in a separate building or in a wing or section of the proposed

new building for the State Art Society, State Museum, and Department of

„8Archives and History. The committee, however, did not buy the idea.

Lamented Crittenden, "the public must be educated to this new way of

thinking."^
10

Crittenden was in need of expanded archival facilities. He hoped

that by advocating a combined art society, museum, and archival

facility, he would gain support from their combined constituencies.
11Crittenden would go to any lengths to sell the idea. He, therefore.

proposed that a room be dedicated to research on the three presidents

which would attract support from people interested in the presidents.

However, his building was never constructed, and not until 1969 was the

12
Archives/Library facility built. Had the three-presidents memorial

edifice idea been accepted, perhaps an Archives/Art
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Society/Museum/Three-Presidents building would have been built by the

early 1950s.

Instead, the committee agreed that a memorial to the three

presidents was too important to deny its location in the Capitol Square.

Thus, the committee submitted a proposal to the Memorials Commission and

argued that, as Poe had stated over twenty years before, the position
13

opposite the Aycock statue would be an ideal location for the statue.

Ultimately, Crittenden supported the idea, and, doubtless with his

support, the Memorials Commission approved this proposal or a similar

Unlike many other statuary proposals received by the commission.one.

the persons being memorialized had been dead for more than twenty-five

This grace period was a legally-established prerequisite foryears.

14
commission approval of state monuments.

From the beginning, the favored sculptor for the statue was Charles

In fact, until Poe made suggestions contrary to the assumption.Keck.

15
Keck was the only sculptor seriously considered. Poe, however.

advised the committee in 1944 that it should consider at least one or

Having been in the midst of the controversy in the 1920stwo others.

when Gutzon Borglum was chosen to do the Aycock statue after an aborted

competition, Poe spoke from first-hand experience. Crittenden agreed.

adding that, otherwise, the committee might be opened to criticism by

those who would claim that effort had not been made to procure the best

available sculptor. Poe had Jo Davidson in mind as a legitimate
16

contestant; in his estimation Davidson was the best living sculptor.

In the meantime. Keck submitted three sketches to the committee.
17

one of which would ultimately be selected for the statue. The
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sculptor recognized the major challenge involved in doing the statue;

"It is a particularly difficult problem because of the various periods,

„18the character of the men and times in which they lived. In the

sketch which was accepted, Keck had placed Jackson on horseback, since

he saw him as "the strongest man of the three." Johnson was portrayed

holding a scroll of the Constitution, reminiscent of his efforts at

"upholding the Constitution during the Reconstruction period in spite of

criticism from Northern senators." Placed in Polk's lap was a partially

„19unrolled map illustrating the "then-expanding U.S.

Not until 1947 would Davidson come to Raleigh and submit a clay

Throughout all of this time, neither Davidsonsketch to the committee.

nor Keck was aware that a competition was developing. When Davidson

discovered this, he promptly stated that he did not want to compete with
20

It is perhaps surprising that the committee hada fellow sculptor.

not learned a lesson from past experiences of Capitol Square monument

committees, notably that quality could best be obtained by considering

the previous works of several sculptors rather than by basing selection

But, of course, it had beenupon submissions of sketches and models.

over twenty years since this problem had last surfaced when Borglum

protested the competition and Francis Packer criticized the committee
21

for requesting submissions and then discontinuing the competition. On

the issue of competitions. Keck and Davidson were no different than the

However, the growing tension wassculptors of two decades previous.

soon relieved when Davidson left for France to work on other

22
sculptures.

It is not possible to determine whether Davidson had a chance to be
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From virtually the beginning, Keck had been in contactselected anyway.

with the committee, and his sketch was generally approved. Also,

President Harry S. Truman was acquainted with Keck's work in Missouri
23

and gave him his personal endorsement.

Whether or not the committee's invitation to Davidson to submit

sketches and come to Raleigh was just a show, a visible method of

illustrating to the public that "we are considering all good sculptors,"

Davidson nevertheless did make an impact upon the committee's plans.

After examining the Capitol Square, he made a proposal which was both

intriguing and, in parts, controversial. Davidson suggested that the

Vance statue should be moved from its present position fronting the east

side of the Capitol to the position facing the Aycock statue, the

position which, up to that time, it had been assumed that the three

presidents statue would take. This portion of the idea, alone, had

several merits: 1) The Vance statue could be taken from its high

pedestal, and 2) the statues of the two "great" governors of North

Carolina would be facing each other. However, Davidson's proposal

called for replacing the Vance statue, not with the three presidents

statue, but rather with the Washington statue, which was presently

Then, the three presidentslocated on an adjacent side of the Capitol.

statue would be placed in the Washington's former position. The merit

of this part of the suggestion was that North Carolina's two governors

and three presidents would all be on the same side. As one person put

it, it would be a greater inspiration to see the statue of our three

presidents than to see the statue of George Washington who already has
24

enough fame not to need North Carolina's promotion of him.
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As has been discussed in the chapter on the Vance statue, the first

part of Davidson's proposal was approved, and therefore the Vance statue

was moved to face the Aycock on the Memorial Mall. However, it was

decided that to move the Washington statue would cause too much

opposition, the statue having been in that position since its unveiling
25

in 1857. Thus, the three presidents statue took the Vance statue's

former position.

Erecting this statue, however, would require money—more money, by

far, than was necessary for any other Capitol Square monument. An early

26
estimate made by Keck was around $100,000. The final figure to be

27
paid to the sculptor was $67,500. Procuring an appropriation.

As one committeehowever, was hampered by the demands of World War II.

member stated, "After the Japs have been knocked out, we will be in a

..28position to proceed. Indeed, as long as the war was on, the
29

government would not permit bronze casting anyway. In 1945,

legislation introduced by Senators Blythe, Wiley G. Barnes, and R.E.

Little was passed authorizing the governor to take $75,000 out of the
30

Contingency and Emergency Fund for the use of the monument committee.

However, as the name indicated, the appropriation was contingent upon

there being enough money remaining once the items of top priority had

Senator O.L. Richardson, a major mover of the nextbeen addressed.

appropriation bill, expected that at the conclusion of the war, the

$75,000 would be forthcoming. After the war, writing to Governor R.

Gregg Cherry, he assured him that there would be no problem in making
31

the appropriation. But the Contingency and Emergency Fund was used
32

for other purposes, mainly veterans readjustment. The governor then
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reconunended that efforts should be made to procure the money through a

33
general legislative appropriation.

By the end of 1946, the fund was again used up, this time for

.,34"insane and other eleemosynary institutions. Senator Richardson

realized that if another bill were not passed soon, the 1945 legislation

could expire; in other words, this might be the last chance. Thus, in

1947, Richardson took the governor's advice and introduced a general

appropriation bill which he successfully piloted through the Senate.

The senator then encouraged newspaper editors in the state to give their

support for the bill and to request the House to follow the Senate's

The legislation soon passed, and the committee received itsexample.

35
appropriation.

Early in 1948, Josephus Daniels died. Not only had he been active

on the monument committee, but he had also been involved in virtually

every Capitol Square monument effort since the Confederate Monument in

Daniels, who, thirty-five years before, had tried withoutthe 1890s.

success to get President Wilson to attend the unveiling ceremony of the

Women of the Confederacy monument, had, shortly before his death, been

trying to obtain the presence of President Truman for the unveiling of
36

After Daniels' death, the arrangementsthe three presidents monument.

were completed by his son, Jonathan Daniels, together with Senators

37
Clyde R. Hoey, William B. Umstead, and Kenneth C. Royall. The day of

the unveiling ceremony, October 19, 1948, thus became one of North

Carolina's most memorable dates, highlighted as it was by the presence

of President Truman. Indeed, less than one month later. North

Carolinians would, by a margin of nearly two-to-one, vote for Truman

38
over Dewey.



CHAPTER XI

THE BATTLE OF THE MONUMENTS:

MONUMENTS, STATUES, MARKERS, AND THE MEMORIALS COMMISSION

Almost from its beginning, the monuments placed on the Capitol

Square have been in constant aesthetic battle with the Capitol building

itself and with each other. Even before any monument was erected, a

major reason that the Canova statue of Washington was not placed in an

enclosure on the square, in 1819, was because it "would increase the

discordance" already existing because the "two best" locations "are

already occupied" by the Governor's, and Secretary of State's, buildings
1

already on the square. Less than one hundred years later, the sheer

number of monuments on the square was becoming a problem. In 1914, when

considering a location for the Ruffin statue, both R.D.W.Connor and

Walter Clark pointed to "the number of statues already in the Capitol
2

grounds" as a primary reason for not placing it there. When, in 1922,

the Aycock statue was being erected, a Raleigh newspaper editorial

criticized not only the quantity but also the quality of many of the

monuments:

What with the bulk of the Confederate Monument cutting off the
Hillsboro Street view, the Vance monstrosity on the New Bern Avenue
side, the Bagley mediocrity to the left of the Washington, and the
insult to Charles D. Mclver in the foreground, Capitol Square is not
only three in a bed, but sufficiently imposed upon. Borglum's
conception of Aycock may be in itself a tour de force, and yet the^
surroundings will tend to belittle, ridicule and obscure it. . . .

In 1934, in the midst of the debate to move the Confederate

Monument to Nash Square, a News and Observer editorial stated that the

Capitol was the best thing on the Capitol Square and that the
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4
Confederate Monument served only to block its view.

However, over the years there were attempts to be more frugal. In

several cases, historical "markers" and "memorial" trees were used

instead of the larger, and more expensive, types of monuments. In 1929,

the erection on the square of an American Legion marker was approved by

the Board of Public Buildings and Grounds, and in the same year, the

Raleigh Women's Club planted a "Community Christmas Tree."^ In 1935,

the Raleigh Garden Club planted a tree in memory of Colonel Fred A.

During the 1936 annual state convention of North CarolinaOlds.

American War Mothers, an organization composed of mothers whose sons

fought and died in World War I, an oak tree and two evergreens were

planted on the square in honor of two fellow members: Mrs. Charles Lee

Smith, a deceased charter member of the Raleigh chapter, and Mrs. John

E. Ray, an organizer of the chapter.^
On September 29, 1930, the first of the Capitol Square's three

granite block monuments was unveiled. Called the "Old Hickory" highway

marker, the monument was sponsored by the local chapter of the War

Mothers and was dedicated to the North Carolina soldiers of the 30th

Division (nicknamed "Old Hickory Division") who were killed in the

battle at Bellicourt during World War I. Along North Carolina Highway

No. 10, known as "Old Hickory Highway" in honor of the 30th Division,

the North Carolina War Mothers erected granite block memorial highway

Highway No. 10 was the original Central Highway that traversedmarkers.

North Carolina from east to west. This highway, and others, was

transforming North Carolina into a mobile state, opening up almost the

entire state to automobile travel. Now, more than ever before. North
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Carolinians could visit places in North Carolina, and highway markers

became visible and practical monuments. Primarily granite blocks, the

markers blended in with the scenery and were much less expensive than

statuary or other large memorials.^
The Old Hickory highway passed through Raleigh, so erecting one of

the markers on the square was a logical choice. Appropriately, the

highway marker was placed along an outer portion of the square, since it

was designed for viewing by motorists as well as pedestrians. However,

the highway marker was neither as artistic nor as imposing as the other

Capitol Square monuments and statues, and, in a sense, the presence of a

"highway marker" monument on the square symbolized the losing battle of

monuments and statues to remain viable in an age when people rode their

automobiles more than they walked in parks and squares.

In 1940 and 1941, the square's two other granite block monuments.

memorials to Captain Samuel A'Court Ashe and to the 81st Division,

respectively, were erected. Although neither of the monuments was a

highway marker, their style was based upon them and was very similar to

The movement to comemmorate Ashe, who died inthe "Old Hickory" marker.

8
1938 at the age of 98, began shortly after his death. Supposedly, Ashe

was the last surviving commissioned officer of the Confederate States

Thus, not surprisingly, his monument was, in large part, intendedarmy.

to perpetuate the memory of "the last of the gallant cavaliers who

officered the Gray-clad host of the Confederacy." However, Ashe had

also been an historian of North Carolina, and he had served as the first

editor of the News and Observer. Josephus Daniels, who succeeded Ashe

as editor, observed that the Ashe monument was "the first monument [on
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the square] recognizing the place high minded journalists hold in our

modern society." In 1939, the legislature granted permission for an

Ashe memorial to be placed "on the western side of the Capitol Square,"

appropriately "among the present memorials of the Confederacy," that is.

the Wyatt and Confederate Monument, with the provision that the state

would not finance the effort. The recently created Ashe Memorial

Committee desired to secure the monument through "voluntary and

spontaneous contributions." On September 13, 1940, the centennial of

Ashe's birth, the Ashe monument was unveiled on the Capitol Square. The

monument, a block of Wake County granite with a bronze., bas-relief

portrait of Ashe by sculptor Bernard Johnson, cost about $3500. An

article in the News and Observer stated that the task of raising the

money had met with some opposition owing to a feeling that the Capitol
9

did not need another monument.

On October 5, 1941, the Wildcat Veterans Association unveiled the

81st Division monument on the square, the last of the granite block

This monument too was based on the highway marker design.monuments.

Also, since the War Mothers had placed highway markers not only along

the "Old Hickory" highway but also along the "Wildcat" highway. North

Carolina Highway No. 20, the monument may have had its origin in the War

Mothers' "Wildcat" markers. The 81st Division, nicknamed the "Wildcat

Division," included a number of North Carolinians during World War I,

and similar monuments dedicated to the South Carolina, Alabama, and

Florida soldiers in the Division had already been erected by the Wildcat
10

Veterans Association in the respective states.

When the 81st Division marker was unveiled in the latter days of
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1941, America stood on the brink of entry into another World War, and

the monument's significance seemed very clear. Josephus Daniels told

the people at the dedication ceremony that the monument was intended "as

inspiration from the past and a warning to the future." He thenan

added that if America had taken its place in the League of Nations, she

would have avoided "another orgy of killing." Said Daniels, "Statesmen

with their eyes on the ground" had failed to secure "that goal which

sent you charging in the front lines." Similarly, Judge Hubert E.

Olive, another speaker at the ceremony, stated his hope that the

monument would "serve to keep future generations from being rocked to a

11I Iffalse sleep.

As the smaller monuments began to appear, concerns about the

overflowing square persisted. In 1939, Daniels' News and Observer

editorial suggested that the Ashe monument should not be placed on the

Capitol Square, which was gaining the proportions of a "cemetery" but.

rather, should be placed on another of Raleigh's squares, pointing out

that the monument would not be by itself for long, if North Carolina
12

continued to commemorate its great people. Similarly, in 1941,

another News and Observer editorial commented that the 81st Division

monument should not be placed in the Capital Square where it would

become just another monument in the crowd, but ought to stand by itself
13

in another Raleigh square.

In 1941, the General Assembly established a state Memorials

Commission. The commission was given authority to accept or refuse any

"memorial or work of art" before it could become the property of the

Also, no existing memorials or works of art could be removed.state.
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14
relocated, or altered without the commission's approval. Although its

authority extended over any property belonging to the state, the Capitol

Square monuments and statues were apparently one of the primary concerns

of the commission members. In a rough draft of "Suggestions Regarding

the Program and Policies of the State Memorials Commission," the

commission secretary, Christopher C. Crittenden, referred to some of the

existing memorials as "monstrosities" that "memorialize mere

„15trivialities or unimportant persons. Doubtless, the reference was

primarily directed at Capitol Square memorials. The commission members

were also especially anxious to endorse a twenty-five year waiting

period provision established by the act that set up the commission:

According to the act setting up our Commission, ... no memorial
to any person or persons shall be erected . . . within less than
twenty-five years after the death of such person or persons. This will
provide a "cooling off" period long enough for a subject to be viewed
with some perspective, and also will tend to protect the state from
families and other groups which frequently undertake to erect memorials
soon after the death of some individual. Movements of the kind often
result in unwise actj.gn and yet they are embarrasing to oppose and
difficult to defeat.

In September, J.941, at the Memorials Commission's first official

meeting, the 81st Division monument was approved for erection on the

However, the commission reserved the right to remove it tosquare.

"other suitable grounds" at a later date, especially if a monument to

all of the state's World War I veterans were ever erected. Governor J.

Melville Broughton, an ex-officio member of the commission, explained

that the condition was imposed "in view of the policy of limiting the

number of memorials on the Capitol Square and the possible future

.,17elimination of some of such memorials from the square. In 1943, a

Boone Trail Association marker was removed from the square by the Board
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of Public Buildings and Grounds. The marker, one of several bas reliefs

of Daniel Boone marking his alleged trail through North Carolina,

Virginia, and elsewhere, had been placed on the square in the 1920s, but

removed for lack of any evidence of its official acceptance by thewas

18
In 1949, the Memorials Commission turned down a request of thestate.

Crown Cork and Seal Company to place a marker near a cork tree that had

been planted on the square; and in 1960, it rejected the request of the

American War Mothers to place a plaque beside a tree that they had

planted on the square in honor of "those who served and are serving in

„19 Memorials Commission secretary, Christopherthe Armed Forces.

Crittenden, observed that, while the commission had no control over tree

planting on the square, it should avoid setting any precedents that

20
might cause a flood of requests for such plaques.

In 1958, the Memorials Commission also denied a request by the

Daughters of the American Revolution of North Carolina. The Daughters

were seeking to remove a large historical marker commemorating the

thirteen original colonies from the grounds of the North Carolina State

College to the Capitol Square. Ironically, they were concerned that the

marker "is now located . . . between two much traveled thoroughfares

,,21where it is in danger .of being injured by fast moving traffic.

In 1966, a request of the now-United War Mothers seeking to erect a

"suitable memorial to all North Carolina men and women who served in the

United States Armed Forces in all our wars" was again turned down. In

its statement of denial, the Memorials Commission conceeded that

"Unquestionably the North Carolinians who served in all our wars are
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deserving of the memorial," but expressed doubts about whether the

proposed monument met other criteria:

. . the proposed memorial does not appear to be 'of the highest
It would not be planned and executed by a famousartistic quality.

artist, as are most of the Capitol Square monuments. Rather, it appears
to be a mere run-of-the-mill memorial, turned out routinely by a company
that deals in tombstones and other related products.

To grant permission for the placing of this monument would set a
bad precedent, would be difficult in the future to deny other
similar requests.

Thus, the Memorials Commission served to stave off an onslaught of

statuary and other monoliths, both commercial and memorial, and set

standards for Capitol Square monuments that may well serve as precedents

for future commissions.



CHAPTER XII

CONCLUSION

In the introduction to this work, the unbounded nature of the

history of the Capitol Square monuments was emphasized. Their stories

have been told via the examination of a wide variety of disciplines from

art and politics to historiography and women's rights. However, the

square's monuments are boundless not only in the diversity of topics to

which their history relates, but also in their symbolic significance.

The monuments on the Capitol Square of Raleigh, North Carolina, are.

after all, artistic creations, monuments to ideas as much as to people

They were intended to inspire and glorify as well as toand events.

They were designed in eras that respected heroes.please the eye.

valued aesthetic, inspirational-type education, and enjoyed the

leisurely and simple pace of yesteryear. The square's monuments reflect

the infinite nature of ideas and idealism.

Aesthetically, as more and more of the monuments were erected upon

the Capitol Square, they may have collided with the square and with each

other, forming what reminded some people of a cemetery, with men and

women frozen in an above-ground tomb. Yet, symbolically, the square

statuary was not all too dissimilar to a cemetery, for the Capitol

building was the shrine of North Carolina glory, and its square was

where the men and women who had given glory to the state were

memorialized; its monuments were as tombstones, marking the eternal

resting places of ideals by which every future generation of North

Carolinians was supposed to be inspired.
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As works of art, these "tombstones" range from abstract to literal.

The Confederate Monument is an obelisk, the most popular of all

monumental symbols; the Vance statue is based on an actual face mask.

and the figure is so realistic as to receive criticism for its "paunch."

In subsequent cases, trees, boulder-like stones, and metal plaques have

entirely replaced the human image.

Yet, whatever may be their artistic merits, the monuments are

They reach to the heavens, as in the Confederate Monument;symbols.

they face towards the South and away from the Northern "foe," as in the

Confederate Women's monument; they face the highways, paying homage to

this ribboned monument to transportation, as in the monuments to the

"Old Hickory" and "Wildcat" divisions. George Washington's fatherly.

almost-kingly, image presents its viewers with an eternal symbol of

American patriotism; Charles Mclver's image is posed as if speaking the

gospel of education to a forever-listening audience. The statues of

Zebulon Vance and Henry Wyatt symbolize the dream of keeping alive a

dying Civil War past, while the statue of the first Naval officer killed

in the Spanish-American War, a southerner. Worth Bagley, symbolizes the

dream of reuniting a Civil War-torn nation healing its sectional and

racial divisions. The statues of the three United States Presidents

illustrate the ability of American commoners (i.e.. North Carolinians)

to rise to the highest office in the land. And the statue of Charles

Aycock "speaks" the inspiring words written on its inscription, "I would

have all our people believe in their power to accomplish as much as can

In fact, all of the Capitolbe done anywhere on earth by any people."

Square monuments are symbols with meanings as infinite and diverse as
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the many people who have created them and who have viewed them.

Finally, the symbolism of the monuments has taken on another

meaning, one based upon the mere fact of their existence through time:

the monuments represent monuments to their own history. They are as

much monuments to the beliefs, motivations, emotions, and experiences of

the people who have, in different eras, created them, viewed them, and

otherwise been affected by them, as they are to the "glorious" events

and "great" people originally being memorialized. In short, the

monuments and statues on North Carolina's Capitol Square have become

part of the infinite dimension of history—a dimension which, in small

part, has been explained here in this interdisciplinary exploration.
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Bragg's comment is probably an1, 2.pp.
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The Changing Meanings of Patriotism and Education
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